
ABSTRACT 

JIN, SANGEUN. The Effect of Driver Cognitive Abilities and Distraction on Situation 
Awareness and Performance under Hazard Conditions. (Under the direction of Dr. David B. 
Kaber).  

The concept of situation awareness (SA) has been used in the analysis of driving behavior 

during the past ten years. However, there has been no study examining the relation between the 

three fundamental aspects of SA (perception, comprehension and projection) and the three types 

of driving behavior, including operational, tactical and strategic performance. In addition, only a 

limited understanding of the influence of individual differences in driver ability to acquire and 

maintain SA and driving performance for various types of tasks exists in the literature. The 

objective of this study was to achieve a better understanding of the relations among SA, driving 

behaviors and cognitive abilities. Specifically, this study investigated : the effects of a driving 

hazard situation (a vehicle intruding into a driver‟s lane) on a direct and objective measure of 

driver SA; the effect of cell phone use on performance of the three types of driving tasks and 

driver SA; and the influence of individual cognitive abilities and experience on driver SA and 

performance. Based on the results of this study, a new relational model of SA, driving behavior 

and cognitive abilities was developed. 

Sixteen participants drove a virtual car in a driving simulator under hazard conditions 

with or without use of a cell phone. Results revealed that cell phone use reduced perception, 

comprehension and projection ability of drivers and, consequently, operational, tactical and 

strategic driving performance. Interestingly, exposure to hazard conditions led to an increase in 

driver SA. Under the hazard condition, driver appeared to rely more on visual-cognitive skills 

and perception of roadway information for achieving SA, as compared to normal driving 

conditions. Working memory also appeared to be key to supporting SA after a hazard condition. 



 

These results support the importance of visual-cognitive abilities and working memory under 

non-normal driving conditions.  

Results on operational driving performance, specifically lane keeping, revealed 

perception to be critical but only after encountering a hazard situation. Additionally, the 

association of three cognitive abilities with perception significantly increased after driver hazard 

exposure. These findings suggest lane keeping ability may rely on conscious control under „non-

normal driving conditions‟ and on automatic processing under „normal driving conditions.‟ 

However, the associations between cognitive abilities and lane keeping did not reveal significant 

changes. Also, working memory capacity showed a contrary result with the inference above. 

Working memory (WM) has a higher correlation before a hazard situation. This issue should be 

more closely assessed through further study.  

Results also indicated that tactical driving performance (number of successful passes) 

was dependent on all three levels of SA, including perception, comprehension, and projection. 

Beyond this, tactical task behavior heavily relied on working memory capacity, visual perception 

style, and visual processing speed. These findings indicated that tactical driving tasks require 

higher SA and cognitive abilities for successful performance, as compared to operational and 

strategic tasks. In addition, strategic task behavior only appears to tap into working memory span 

for mental simulation and pattern matching during driving.  

The relational model of SA and types of driving behavior developed in this study 

provides a better understanding of the role of cognitive constructs in driver SA and performance 

under normal and hazardous situations. It also provides an additional theoretical basis for design 

of in-vehicle technologies to promote safe driving behavior. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Situation Awareness in Driving 

   1.1.1. What is  SA? 

An important requirement for performance in dynamic situations, such as piloting 

aircraft, driving vehicles, and operating nuclear power plants, is to examine and rapidly diagnose 

the changing environment and make effective decisions. Information processing in these 

complex tasks includes perception of elements in the current situation, comprehension of the 

perceived information, and projection of future status. These three stages of processing are 

included in Endsley‟s theory (1995a) of situation awareness (SA). Numerous studies have 

proposed definitions of SA and commonly point out the need for operators to “know what is 

going on” (Sarter & Woods, 1991; Fracker 1991; Dominguez et al. 1994; Smith & Hancock, 

1995). Among these definitions, the most commonly referenced is Endsley‟s (1987, 1988): 

“Situation awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of 

time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near 

future.” According to Endsley (1995a), the first level of SA (Level 1) is based on perception of 

the elements in environment, such as color, size, location, speed, etc. The second level is based 

on Level 1 SA and the ability to comprehend the situation, especially significant objects and 

events. Level 3 SA is projection of future states of the roadway environment realized through 

both Level 1 and Level 2 SA, which provide on-going environmental knowledge and 

comprehension of the environment (see Fig. 1). According to Endsley, SA based on knowledge 

of the state of the environment advances decisions and actions towards accomplishing goals and 

objectives. In the context of driving, driver actions lead to environment and vehicle condition 
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changes, which provide feedback to the driver; therefore, a closed loop system develops as a 

basis for SA.  

 

Figure 1. Model of situation awareness (Endsley, 1995a)  
 

   1.1.2. Importance  of SA in driving  

Previous research has provided evidence of the importance of driver SA to performance 

and safety. More specifically, driver SA is considered to be dependent on knowledge and 

understanding of current vehicle location relative to final destination, directions of other cars on 

the roadway, current vehicle speed, current speed of other cars, roadway environment factors and 

potential hazards, as well as expectations of how the current situation may change in the near 

future (Gugerty 1997; Gugerty 1998; Sukthankar, 1997). In addition, Owsley et al. (1991) and 

Ball and Rebok (1994) suggested that cognitive abilities and attention to multiple roadway 
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objects are key factors in driving SA and safety. The importance of SA in driving has also been 

demonstrated through empirical studies. For example, Shinar (1993), in a study of 420 car 

accidents, found that the most frequent cause of accidents was „recognition‟ errors in 

understanding the state of environment.  

 Decrements in SA may degrade driver performance and lead to accidents. According to 

research by Endsley (1990), good SA does not guarantee good performance although it can be 

viewed as an indicator of an increased possibility for good performance. By this same notion, if a 

driver recognizes their roadway awareness may be limited and they attempt to correct for this, 

their SA may improve reducing accident potential. Even if there is not a direct link between good 

SA and good performance in driving, there is strong evidence of a positive correlation between 

the construct and driving behavior, based on prior empirical research (Ma & Kaber, 2005; Ma & 

Kaber, 2007; Kass et al. 2007). For an example, Ma and Kaber (2005) investigated the effects of 

adaptive cruise control (ACC) and cell phone use in driving in terms of driver SA and task 

performance. Throughout this study, they revealed the positive associations of the construct of 

SA and driving performance; that is, as SA increased, the task performance, such as the root 

mean square errors in headway distance (from the optimal range) and speed, improved. Thus, 

good SA may be a key building block for safe driving. 

   1.1.3. SA and mode ls  of driver behav ior 

Rasmussen presented a model (1983, 1986) of human behavior in complex system 

control, including three levels of cognitive functioning, skill-based, rule-based, and knowledge-

based performance. This model can be applied to driving behavior as a basis for characterizing 

performance. At the skill-based level, drivers use sensorimotor skills to process information in 
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the form of space-time signals, such as vehicle handling around corners or navigating to familiar 

routes. This represents automatic performance without conscious control. At the rule-based level, 

drivers process information in the form of stereotypical signs and stored rules are applied by 

feed-forward control, such as driving in a unfamiliar car or passing another vehicle. This 

represents conscious control. At the knowledge-based level, drivers utilize a mental model based 

on the current roadway environment and vehicle state,  as well as their own goals, to make 

decisions in navigating in an unfamiliar town or driving in slippery roadway.  

Michon (1985) identified different types of driving tasks, „strategic,‟ „tactical,‟ and 

„operational.‟ At the highest level (strategic), the goal of driving is established (e.g., navigate to a 

destination), and specific driving sub-goals are developed, such as selecting a route to avoid 

traffic jams during rush hours. At the intermediate level (tactical), required roadway maneuvers 

are selected to achieve predetermined sub-goals, such as passing or overtaking other vehicles. At 

the lowest level (operational), tactical maneuvers are converted into specific actions such as 

braking, steering, etc. Performance of these three levels of tasks can be modeled as a closed-loop 

system including feedback and feed-forward processes. In feedback processes, the overall plans 

of driving at the strategic level may call the behavior features at the tactical level, which 

determine the specific actions at the operational level (Ward, 2000). In feed-forward processes, 

the particular actions at the operational level make up those behaviors at the tactical level, and 

those behaviors are used to achieve the goals of driving (e.g., arriving at destination) (Ward, 

2000). 

Michon (1985) matched the operational level task with skill-based behavior in 

Rasmussen‟s taxonomy of cognitive behaviors, or automatic performance. The tactical level task 
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was related to rule-based behavior in that both the task and behavior require interaction with the 

environment for safe driving. For example, when the brake light of a leading car is activated, a 

driver recognizes this and plans the braking point to maintain a safe following distance. Finally, 

Michon related strategic level tasks to knowledge-based behavior in which drivers make 

decisions to achieve final goals such as choosing a route. 

Ward (2000) linked the „types of driving tasks (driving goals)‟ identified by Michon 

(1985) to the levels of SA described by Endsley (1995a). He suggested that each of the three 

„levels of driving tasks‟ are related with all three levels of SA; hence, all levels of SA may play 

important roles in all types of driving tasks. Although Ward‟s (2000) model of SA in driving 

seems plausible, he did not provide empirical results to demonstrate the relation of SA and „types 

of driving tasks.‟ For example, each of the driving task types - operational, tactical, and strategic 

- may, in fact, require different degrees of each level of SA to achieve driving goals.  

Matthews et al. (2001) also addressed the potential relation between driving tasks 

(strategic, tactical, and operational) and levels of SA by analytically decomposing the influence 

of each level of SA on driving performance. At the strategic level, Matthews et al. suggested a 

high level of involvement of Level 3 SA compared to Level 1 and 2 SA. In addition, he 

anticipated a moderate level of contribution of Level 2 SA for perceptual integration and 

comprehension and a minor level of contribution of Level 1 SA for perception of the roadway 

environment (see Fig. 2). At the tactical level, Matthews et al. suggested a “very high” 

engagement of Level 1 and 2 SA but relevantly “small” degree of involvement of Level 3 SA. 

Level 2 SA was proposed as the “highest” contributing factor for tactical performance. Matthews 

et al. said we employ a complex action routine comprised of several actions for achieving a 
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tactical goal, such as passing a leading vehicle or lane keeping. Level 2 SA is used to 

comprehend perceived information and to support tactical goals. For operational tasks, Matthews 

et al. proposed the “lowest” level of SA across all three levels, as compared to strategic and 

tactical driving performance, because of the autonomous nature of operational goals, such as 

braking and steering.  

 

Figure 2. Relation between driving goals and levels of SA (based on Matthews et al., 2001)  

 
Based on this research, SA requirements in driving may be higher when addressing 

higher level driving goals (see Fig. 2). Hence, strategic driving goals may impose the highest 

total SA requirements, and operational driving goals may impose the lowest total SA 

requirements. This means that operational goals may not rely as heavily on SA, as compared to 

tactical and strategic goals. From another angle, the measured performance o n strategic goals 

may be severely affected by decrements in SA in that such goals require the most complex 
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driving processes.  

In an empirical study by Ma and Kaber (2005), they investigated the effects of cell 

phone and adaptive cruise control on driver SA and performance in a lead-car following task 

requiring operational and tactical behaviors. The results revealed significant positive correlations 

between SA and driving performance. In addition, all levels of SA (perception, comprehension 

and projection) appeared to have an impact on operational task performance, such as lane 

keeping and tactical task performance, including speed and headway distance control in tracking 

the lead vehicle. In another empirical study conducted by Ma and Kaber (2007), they assessed 

the effect of in-vehicle navigation aids on driver SA. Result showed that in-vehicle automation 

mediated the relationship of driver SA to performance in terms of operational and strategic tasks. 

Most importantly, both of these studies provided empirical evidence of the linkage of specific 

driving tasks (operational and strategic) with each level of SA. However, there remains a need to 

further isolate the relationships between each type of driving task and the levels of SA as well as 

other factors that may mediate the relation of driver SA with performance. Neither of these 

studies provided empirical evidence of the role of driver SA in tactical driving behavior, nor did 

they consider other individual variables, such as cognitive abilities, which may mediate the 

relationship. Also, they used lane deviations and speed control to measure the performance of 

operational driving behaviors, known as relatively automatic performance, but another 

performance measure for operational behavior, especially brake reaction time, known to tap into 

working memory to perceive the hazardous condition, project future situations, and make 

decisions for avoiding the hazards may change the relationship between each type of driving task 

and the levels of SA (Horrey & Wickens, 2006). Furthermore, no prior studies have investigated 
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the linkages of levels of SA to types of driving behaviors under hazard condition. Considering 

that the ultimate goal of driving research is to reduce accidents, studying the role of driver SA in 

performance under hazard conditions seems of paramount importance. The findings of such 

research would be important to further understanding the role of the cognitive construct in 

driving, in general. Beyond this, it seems of importance to further examine the mediating effects 

of various in-vehicle distracter tasks (e.g., cell phone use) on the relation of SA and driving 

performance under hazardous conditions.    

   1.1.4. Required k nowledge  for S A in driving  

Driving is a common everyday activity requiring dynamic information processing in 

which the input variables change over task time. The required dynamic knowledge for driving 

can be divided into the three areas including knowledge of navigation, knowledge of spatial 

information, and knowledge of the status of the vehicle (Ma, 2005). First, navigational 

knowledge includes the portion of a route that has been driven, the location currently being 

passed, the remaining route to be driven, and the remaining time to reach the goal point, etc. 

Second, knowledge of spatial information includes speed of surrounding cars, position of own 

vehicle, recognition of future hazards (e.g., pedestrian, other vehicles, obstacles, etc.), perception 

of the local scene, etc. Third, knowledge of the vehicle status includes speed of own car, level of 

RPM (Revolutions per Minute), state of gear (only for manual transmission), etc. Aspects of this 

knowledge have been considered to affect the construct of SA in driving (Ma & Kaber, 2005). 

Static knowledge is also important for safe driving since it can be matched with dynamic 

knowledge and used as a source of projection and decision making. For example, the location of 

a building, one-way street, bridges, highway exits, a point of frequent accidents, etc., could be 
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acquired through various driving experiences and stored in long-term memory. Whenever the 

driver faces a similar situation with this static knowledge, they can retrieve the information from 

long-term memory and combine it with dynamic knowledge in working memory to adapt to the 

current driving situation. Additionally, static knowledge of driving situations will become more 

stable and highly organized with increasing experiences, and drivers may be able to develop 

appropriate schema in memory for performance. Related to this, experience may also improve a 

driver‟s SA by reducing demands on mental resources for dynamic decision making processes 

(Endsley & Bolstad, 1994). 

1.2. Secondary Task Performance in Driving 

   1.2.1. Types  and e ffects  of dis tracter tasks  in driving  

Drivers often engage in secondary tasks while attempting to drive safely. Such tasks may 

distract from driving in that they divert driver attention from the roadway and may lead to 

decreases in driver SA. As a result of technology development, various driving assist devices 

(e.g., adaptive cruise control (ACC), head-up displays (HUDs), navigation systems, etc.) and 

electronics (e.g., cell phones, PDAs) are being brought in to vehicles and daily driving tasks. 

Although some of these devices are intended to mitigate driver workload they still necessitate 

human attention for control and can generate potential performance problems.  

   1.2.2. Effect of ce ll phone  use  on driver cognition 

The impact of using cell phones during driving has been a hot topic for researchers 

because of increased phone use over the past 10 years and the potential for driver distraction. 

According to Redelmeier and Tibshirani (1997), cell phone use while driving increases the 

probability of a collision between 3 and 6.5 times, and the distraction effects are comparable to 
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drinking alcohol above typical BAC (blood alcohol content) limit. Research on cell phone use in 

driving can be divided into six categories: (1) measures of driving performance; (2) handheld 

versus hands-free phones; (3) conversation versus information processing; (4) in-vehicle versus 

remote conversations; and (5) simulator versus field studies (Horrey & Wickens, 2006). Driving 

performance such as lane keeping (continuous) and reaction time (discrete), are common 

dependent variables throughout studies for the effect of cell phone use, but the results provide 

divergent evidence of whether there is an influence of cell phone use or not (Brookhuis et al., 

1991; Strayer & Johnston, 2001). Using a meta-analytic technique, Horrey & Wickens (2006) 

reviewed the results of various studies and concluded that the costs of cell phone use is critical in 

terms of reaction time while lane keeping is less affected. Results correspond with their past 

research in which they demonstrated continuous perceptual-motor coordination ability (e.g., lane 

keeping) to rely on relatively automatic performance without conscious control and to make 

limited use of working memory capacity; in general, cell phone use consumes working memory 

just like word generation processes in normal conversation, which may reduce driver ability to 

use working memory for roadway hazard recognition (Strayer & Johnston, 2001; Horrey & 

Wickens, 2004). In the case of reaction time to critical road hazards, the driver must use working 

memory to perceive the hazardous condition, project future situations, and make decisions for 

avoiding the hazards. These processes may conflict with secondary task performance (cell phone 

use), and increase the reaction time (Horrey & Wickens, 2004). In addition, Horrey and Wickens 

(2006) also identified a greater cost of conversation tasks during driving as compared to in-

vehicle information-processing tasks, no difference between in-vehicle (passenger) conversations 

and remote (cell phone) conversations, and a higher cost of cell phone use in field studies as 
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compared to simulation studies. This research also provided evidence that there may be no 

difference between handheld and hands-free phones in terms of effects on driving. With respect 

to SA, all prior research has reached the same conclusion that the effect of cell phone use leads to 

decayed driver SA (Gugerty et al., 2004; Ma & Kaber, 2005; Stanley et al., 2005; Kass et al., 

2007). For examples, Ma and Kaber (2005) showed that the cell phone conversation cause 

deleterious effects on driver SA and increased mental load under normal driving condition. In 

this experiment, there was 25 min. long trials including three cell phone calls lasted less than 2 

min. Kass et al. (2007) also reported that the novice and experienced drivers suffered similar 

decrements in SA under normal condition. However, both studies were performed under normal 

condition without any performance measurement for hazard avoiding. 

    1.2.3. Effect of experience  on driving and secondary task pe rformance  

 There is some on-going debate whether driving experience provides for better 

performance when the driver engages in use of in-vehicle automation or devices. In general, it 

can be inferred that driver SA increases with experience in that static knowledge will increase for 

predicting future driving environment states and deciding on driving actions (Endsley & Bolstad, 

1994). Under various hazard situations (31 traffic scenes), Sagberg and Bjørnskau (2006) found 

that there were no significant differences in reaction time for all situations among three novice 

driver groups who had held a license for 1, 5, and 9 months, and also no significant difference 

between three novice groups and an experienced group having held a license for several years 

(ranging from 10-44). In this study, drivers performed a secondary task consisting of adding 

consecutive one-digit numbers. Results showed more correct answers with increasing levels of 

driving experience (21, 24, 31 and 35% respectively), but there were no significant differences 
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among them. It is important to note that Sagberg and Bjørnskau (2006) used a video-based 

hazard perception/reaction test. It is possible that the experienced drivers may not have had an 

advantage of „spare working memory capacity‟ in the video-based test, as the test did not require 

active control of a “vehicle”. That is, some aspects of driving behavior may be automated 

throughout longer driving experience. Manual gear shifting has been often used as a good 

example of an automated process in driving. Shinar et al. (1998) conducted an empirical study by 

evaluating sign detection and recall performance of two novice groups (median age = 20 years, 

median driving experience =1
1

2
 and 1

1

4
 years) and two experienced groups (median age = 25 and 

28 years, median driving experience = 8 and 10 years). The results revealed that manual gear 

shifting significantly impaired sign detection performance of novice drivers as compared to 

another novice group using an automatic transmission; whereas, no such differences was 

observed for experienced drivers between the two transmission types. Consequently, economy in 

use of working memory capacity in driving may only develop over extended periods. On this 

basis, there remains a need for further investigation of the effect of driving on secondary task 

performance, especially brake reaction time.   

1.3. Individual Cognitive Characteristics and Driving  

Generally speaking, every individual – hence every driver – has different abilities in 

perception of the environment, comprehension of local scenes, and projection of future roadway 

and vehicle states. Prior research on the relation between cognitive abilities and SA has 

identified prominent cognitive factors in SA including: working memory capacity, time-sharing 

ability, and spatial and perceptual skill (Endsley & Bolstad, 1994; Endsley, 1995a; O‟Hare, 1997; 

Tirre & Gugerty, 1999; Bolstad, 2001).  
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Working memory refers to the cognitive structures and processes which are used to 

temporarily store and manipulate information, and is generally regarded as having limited 

capacity (Miller, 1956). According to Endsley (1995), the role of working memory in SA is to 

temporarily store perceived information (Level 1 SA), integrate this information with existing 

knowledge (Level 2 SA), and facilitate projection of future environments states and subsequent 

decisions (Level 3 SA). Endsley also noted that working memory capacity is a fundamental 

bottleneck in information processing and SA, especially for novices. This may also extend to 

drivers in novel environments. Tirre and Gugerty (1999) noted a high correlation between 

working memory capacity and SA in conscious information processing in driving tasks. 

However, Bolstad (2001) showed no significant relation between dynamic working memory, 

measured using the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale-III (WAIS-III), and SA in both moderate 

and high complexity driving scenarios. The reason for these contradictory results may be 

attributed to automatic components of SA. As noted by other researchers, SA may have 

automatic components operating without conscious control that do not require the use of working 

memory (Kennedy & Ordy, 1995; Orasanu, 1996; Orasanu & Fischer, 1997). Related to this, 

skill-based behavior or operational goals in driving (e.g., lane keeping) represent automatic 

information processes and may not require working memory to the extent of higher level driving 

behaviors (e.g., passing, navigating). On this basis, there is a need for further analysis of the role 

of working memory in each level of SA and performance of various types of driving tasks. Such 

research would serve to provide a cognitive explanation of driving task performance depending 

upon SA. 

Spatial skills are also important for driving in that drivers must monitor other vehicles or 
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other obstacles to determine their spatial locations and distances between moving objects in 

three-dimensional space. This is done by using side mirrors, rear-view mirrors, and the forward 

out-of-cab view. Perceptual skill is considered to be a basic requirement to spatial awareness 

since accurately perceived information promotes an accurate internal map of an environment. 

Endsley and Bolstad (1994) pointed out that spatial and perceptual skills are the most important 

factors influencing pilot SA, and Tirre and Gugerty (1999) suggested that dynamic visual 

processing abilities can predict SA ability (e.g., temporal processing) in driving. Although both 

studies stressed the importance of dynamic visual processing skills and perceptual skills there 

remains a need for further research concentrating on spatial awareness as a product of dynamic 

visual processing skills in overall driver SA. Related to this, only a very limited range of driving 

situations has been examined in prior studies and none have looked at exposure to hazardous 

conditions. There is a need to further describe the relation between SA and working memory and 

other cognitive abilities under multitasking scenarios and hazardous driving situations.  

1.4. Hazards in Driving 

 Motor-vehicle accidents can be influenced by a variety of factors and conditions. 

Generally, the main factors in an accident include driver states, vehicle condition, and 

environmental aspects (Shinar et al., 1978). First, driver states may include inattention, 

distraction, being under the influence of alcohol or drugs, etc. These states represent driver-

centric hazards. Second, vehicle factors may include brake problems, steering failures, weight 

overloading, etc. These states represent vehicle-centric hazards. Finally, environmental factors in 

driving safety include slippery road surfaces, glare, obstructed views, animals, etc. These states 

represent environmental-centric hazards. 
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 Types of vehicle accidents can also be identified based on annual motor-vehicle accident 

facts. Table 1 presents the total number of accidents in the U.S. from 2002 to 2005 (Injury Facts, 

2002, 2003, 2004, 2005). In this Table, we can see that one of the most severe types of accidents 

is „collision with other motor vehicles.‟ On this basis, it can be inferred that other vehicles may 

be one of the most threatening features in driving environments. 

Table 1. Number of motor-vehicle accidents by type of accidents (Unit: thousand) 

Type of Accident 2002 2003 2004 2005 SUM 

C
o

lli
si

on
 w

it
h

- 

Pedestrian 210  130  120  108  568  

Other motor vehicle 12,380  7,890  7,470  7,540  35,280  

     Angle collision 5,480  3,740  3,210  3,200  15,630  

     Head-on collision 320  300  200  220  1,040  

     Rear-end collision 5,400  3,360  3,330  3,280  15,370  

     Sideswipe and etc. 1,180  580  730  840  3,330  

Railroad train  3  5  4  2  14  

Pedalcycle  140  100  76  90  406  

Animal, animal-drawn vehicle 820  530  530  490  2,370  

Fixed object 4,120  2,685  2,340  2,120  11,265  

Noncollision 630  370  360  350  1,710  

TOTAL 18,303  11,710  10,900  10,700  51,613  

 

1.5. Problem Statement   

Ward (2000) and Matthews et al. (2001) suggested a conceptual relationship between 

types of driving behaviors and levels of SA, and Ma and Kaber (2007) explored this concept by 

developing a transactional model of SA in various driving behaviors, as influenced by 

automation and in-vehicle device use. However, additional research is needed to further describe 

the contribution of the various levels of SA to operational and tactical behvaiors.  

Although research has investigated the impact of in-vehicle distracter tasks on driver 
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performance, little work has attempted to parse effects on the three types of driving tasks under 

normal conditions. Ma and Kaber (2005; 2007) examined the effects of the use of ACC with a 

distracter task (e.g., cell phone call) and navigation system on driver SA and performance  in 

operational and strategic tasks. Although the use of the cell phone does appear to have the 

potential to significantly decrease driver SA and performance, additional research is needed on 

the performance effects in tactical driving tasks.  

Prior research has identified prominent cognitive factors in SA such as working memory 

capacity, time-sharing ability, and spatial and perceptual skill (Endsley & Bolstad, 1994; Endsley, 

1995a; O‟Hare, 1997). Tirre and Gugerty (1999) identified the importance of working memory 

capacity, time-sharing ability, dynamic visual processing skills and perceptual skills in driver SA; 

however, only visual processing skills appeared to be significant in Bolstad‟s (2001) study. On 

this basis, there remains the need for further research to clarify the role of working memory span, 

time-sharing ability, and visual and perceptual skills in driving SA. In addition, there is a need to 

determine the extent to which specific cognitive factors account for driver performance of 

various driving tasks under normal and non-normal conditions. This type of study is expected to 

provide a better understanding of the role of cognitive factors in driver SA and performance 

under normal and hazardous situations. 
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2. PURPOSE OF STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of in-vehicle distracter tasks on 

driver SA and driving performance under potential hazard conditions and to identify specific 

cognitive factors that might mediate the relation of driving performance and SA. This study also 

used cognitive ability tests, including the working memory span test, the EFT (Embedded 

Figures Test) and the UFOV (Useful Field of View) test, to measure the capacity of male and 

female drivers to perform information processing functions required while driving. By using 

cognitive ability tests, this research sought to gain a better understanding of the role of working 

memory capacity and spatial and perceptual skills in driver SA. The results were also expected to 

identify significant cognitive factors in dealing with hazardous driving conditions.  

 In addition, this study examined driving performance for specific types of driving 

behavior, including: operational goals (brake reaction time, lane deviation); tactical goals 

(number of successful passes of a lead vehicle under forced situations); and strategic goals (time 

to arrive at an identified destination). Specific performance measures were used to assess the 

various types of driving goals in order to achieve a better understanding of the relation among 

driving goals, Levels of SA and cognitive factors. Correlation analyses were conducted to 

determine the extent to which each level of SA contributed to each driving goal. This research 

was expected to produce information that could be used as a basis for effective in-vehicle device 

design considering driver cognition. 

Driving background measures were also collected to assess the degree of driving 

experience and safety. This information was important for determining whether driving 

experience accounted for driver performance problems under hazard conditions.  
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3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Task 

 Participants were asked to drive a virtual vehicle in the STISIM Drive™ simulator. The 

goal of the driving task was to arrive at a destination within a limited time. Participants were 

requested to obey all roadway regulations, such as various speed limits, traffic signals, stop signs 

and dividing line conditions for passing, as part of the simulation. All roadways were simulated 

as straight-aways and the size of blocks (distance between two intersections) were consistent 

throughout (see Appendix H). The roadways were marked with conventional lines, and there 

were various types of signs, including “speed limit”, “intersection ahead”, “do not pass” and 

“school zone”. The roadside environment included parked cars, buildings, houses, trees and 

pedestrians. 

 The participants were asked to pass any leading vehicle whenever it‟s speed fell below 30 

mph; however, they were also required to comply with all roadway regulations. This means 

drivers had to decide whether they could pass under specific center- line conditions, and traffic 

conditions. A total of four passing conditions were simulated per trial. In addition, participants 

were allowed to pass lead vehicles if they felt the need to drive faster to arrive at the destination 

within the limited time.  

Participants were notified of the need to use a cell phone or to drive with no-cell phone 

prior to each trial in the experiment. Under the cell phone condition, the participants were 

required to talk on the phone with a remote experimenter, who delivered a number of simple 

arithmetic questions, including addition of two numbers with two digits each and multiplication 

of two numbers with single digits each (Kass et al., 2007). The cell phone task was initiated 1 
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minute after the driving simulation started and continued until the end of a trial. The cell phone 

was located on the steering wheel unit, and all participants easily opened and used phones.  

Throughout every trial, the participants were exposed to a hazard situation. At the 

beginning of the experiment, they were informed that the objective of the study was to assess the 

effects of driving distraction on SA under hazard conditions. Subjects were also informed in 

advance of test trials of the need to watch-out for and be observant of any roadway hazards or 

hazardous traffic behaviors. A parked car on the roadside suddenly intruded into the roadway and 

path of the subject‟s vehicle. This scenario was simulated using the scenario definition language 

(SDL) developed by STISIM Drive™. The potential hazard vehicle initiated movement 150 feet 

in front of the participant‟s car, which was expected to be traveling at 45 mph. The location of a 

hazard vehicle was randomly selected between Block 2 and Block 6 (among a total of 8 blocks) 

in each trial.  

 Figure 3 represents a diagram of the sequence of the various task events in each trial, 

including the passing opportunities, the initiation of the cell phone call and the hazard occurrence. 

(The other events in the trial will be discussed later.) Participants drove for roughly 12 min. 

during each trial. The roadway was approximately 8 miles in length, including straight-aways, 

hills and curves. There were no left or right turns at intersections.  
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Figure 3. Schedule of experiment trial events 

 

3.2. Apparatus 

The STISIM Drive™ M400 driving simulator, developed by System Technology Inc., 

was used to assess subject driving performance (Figure 4). The simulation includes fully 

interactive features in that the driver controls both vehicle speed and direction, and provides 

visual and auditory feedback to drivers. The STISIM hardware includes a modular steering unit 

with an adjustable speed-sensitive steering force-feel system and full-size steering wheel, turn 

indicator and horn, modular accelerator and brake pedal unit, and audio system. In addition, the 

simulator presents a 135 degree field of view (FOV) through three 38 in. HDTV monitors in 

order to immerse drivers in the driving scenario.  

The STISIM software allows for the specification of driving tasks, complex traffic 

events and overall driving scenarios, and records numerous driving performance, including lane 

positioning, vehicle acceleration and velocity, brake reaction times, number of collisions, stop 

sign infractions, etc. A Samsung cell phone was used by participants in the distracter task 

conditions.  
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Figure 4. The STISIM Drive™ M400 driving simulator 

 

3.3. Participants  

Sixteen subjects (16) were recruited for this experiment with flyers and online postings. 

All subjects were required to have a valid driver‟s license with no restrictions. The subjects were 

also required to have 20/20 vision or wear corrective glasses or lenses. Also, they were all 

between the ages of 18 and 36. The sample was also balanced for gender (eight persons of each 

gender). 

3.4. Variables 

   3.4.1. Independent  

 Two independent variables were investigated in the current study including: (1) gender 

(male and female); and (2) distracter task (i.e., a cell phone call or no-cell phone during driving). 

Driving a straight roadway in a virtual city was the primary task. Talking on the cell phone while 

driving was identified as a secondary task. Subjects were advised to allocate any residual 

attention to the phone call.  
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   3.4.2. Dependent  

Three types of dependent variables were observed in this study, including: (1) Driver SA 

was assessed at randomly selected times before and after the hazard occurred, using the SAGAT 

(Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique) methodology (Endsley, 1995b). The SAG

AT was developed to assess SA at all levels, including perception, comprehension and projection

 (see Appendix I). In this study, SA questionnaires were delivered using a simulation freeze tech

nique, in which the driving simulator was suspended temporarily and resumed after a SA assess

ment opportunity. The first freeze occurred at least 5 min. after starting a trial and before the driv

er encountered a second passing zone, and 1 min. after hazard exposure. On average, SA questio

nnaires took 1.5 min. to complete.  

SAGAT queries were developed to address the three types of driving goals and roadway 

regulations. Determination of what aspects of the situation were important for driver SA was 

based on a goal-directed task analysis (GDTA), a form of cognitive task analysis methodology 

(Endsley, 2000). Appendix A presents a GDTA for the driving situations investigated in this study. 

This analysis concentrated on the information that drivers need  to perform the various types of 

driving tasks. The SA requirements were then used to determine the SA queries to be delivered in 

this study. An example SA questionnaire for the current study is shown in Appendix B. All SA 

queries were presented on paper, and the subjects responded using pencil.  

(2) At the end of each trial, participants were asked to complete the NASA-TLX (Task 

Load Index) rating form (Hart & Staveland, 1988). The NASA-TLX is a subjective workload 

assessment tool for measuring operator workload with various human-machine systems. The tool 

employs a multi-dimensional rating scale, including: mental demand, physical demand, temporal 
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demand, performance, effort, and frustration level, on which ratings are collected. These ratings 

are integrated with rankings on the six workload factors to produce a rank-weighted sum of 

ratings for each trial. An electronic version of the NASA-TLX for Windows was used in this 

study, and each subject was trained on the meaning of each demand and the rating methods in 

advance of trials. An example form of the NASA-TLX questionnaire is shown in Appendix C.   

(3) Various driving performance measures were recorded targeting each type of driving 

goal. First, brake reaction time in the hazard situation and lane deviations were measured to 

assess operational task performance. Second, the number of correct passes of leading vehicles 

was recorded to assess tactical task performance. Participants were instructed to pass lead 

vehicles when the vehicle speed fell below 30 mph. There were a total four combinations of 

passing conditions presented in trials, including:  

   (a) Speed of own vehicle  (less than 30 mph ) + Dotted center lines = Passing (mandatory) 

   (b ) Speed of own vehicle (less than 30 mph) + Double yellow lines = No passing 

   (c) Speed of own vehicle (over 30 mph) + Dotted center lines = Passing (optional) 

   (d ) Speed of own vehicle (over 30 mph) + Double yellow lines= No passing. 

Passing conditions (a) and (b) were presented two times each before and after a hazard situation 

(i.e., there were a total of four chances to pass lead vehicles). Lead vehicle speeds were 

simulated to block participant vehicles and keep their speed between 25 ~ 35 mph. In addition, if 

participants did not pass a lead vehicle in condition (b), the lead vehicle speed-up at the next 

intersection.  

Third, the arrival time at the driving destination was recorded to assess strategic task 

performance. Participants were instructed to arrive at the destination on time (12 min.) and to 
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pass lead vehicles if they felt the need (passing condition (c) and (d)) in order to meet the allotted 

drive time. The elapsed simulation time was presented on the dashboard of the simulator screen. 

To arrive at the final driving destination in the limited trial time was challenging to drivers 

because of other traffic in the simulation, stop signs and signal lights. If they passed a lead car 

with or without any roadway regulation violations under conditions (c) and (d), these 

observations were also used to assess tactical task performance (the number of correct passes of 

lead vehicles).    

3.5. Cognitive Ability Tests  

 As previously mentioned, important factors identified as influential in driving task 

performance included working memory span (WMS), time-sharing ability, and spatial and 

perceptual skills (EFT and UFOV). These cognitive abilities were considered in the present study 

as “third variables” potentially mediating the relation of driver SA and performance. However, 

time-sharing ability test was excluded from the current study because of limited time and 

experimental resources.  

   3.5.1. Use ful Fie ld o f View (UFOV)  

 The UFOV test is known as a way to measure how much information an individual can 

extract from a dynamic environment and the speed of processing of visual information (Owsley, 

1991). The test assesses several types of visual skills, such as spatial resolution, light sensitivity 

and contrast sensitivity, divided attention and selective attention, as well as the speed by which 

visual input is processed (Owsley, 1994). On this basis, the test is considered a global 

measurement tool of visual ability.  

 The UFOV test (UFOV® , Visual Awareness, Inc., Birmingham, AL) was administered via 
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a computer utilizing a 17 inch touch screen. Target objects were presented on the touch screen 

and progressed from simple to complex. In addition, target presentation time also varied 

depending on the performance of the participant.  

The UFOV®  consisted of three subtests incorporating central vision and processing 

speed, divided attention, and selective attention, each measuring a component of Useful Field of 

View (Clay, 2005). In the first session (representing central vision and processing speed), 

participants identified a target object presented in the center of the touch screen for varying 

lengths of time. In the second session (representing divided attention), participants were asked to 

identify two targets, which were presented in the center of the screen and in the periphery of the 

screen. In the final session (representing selective attention), the target object in the periphery of 

the screen was embedded among distracters: The other steps were similar to Session 2. After all 

three tests were completed, the scores were expressed as the observed display duration in ms. 

The possible range of subtest scores was between 17 ms and 500 ms. The display duration time 

was the time within which the participant correctly responded to 75% of the questions in each 

subtest. The PC version of the UFOV test required 15 minutes to complete.  

   3.5.2. Embedded Figure  Test (EFT)  

 The EFT is a kind of perceptual test based on cognitive-style theory (Witkin et al., 2002). 

The test quickly assesses the ability to distinguish a target object from an organized visual field. 

The EFT also has three sections that include a total of 25 problems. The first section contains 7 

very simple problems for practice, and the second and third sections each have 9 more difficult 

problems. If the subject earns a low score in this test, he or she can be regarded as a “field-

dependent” person, whose perception is greatly dominated by the overall organization of the 
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surrounding visual field. If the subject achieves a high score in the test, he or she can be 

considered as a “field- independent” person, who has the ability to break-up parts of the field 

discretely from an organized ground. Performance in the EFT has been shown to have a clear 

relation with gender: men tend to be more field independent than women (Andrieux, 1955; 

Bennett, 1956). Also, there are many studies that have shown age-related changes in 

disembedding ability (Schwartz & Karp, 1967). With this in mind, the subject sample was 

balanced for gender.   

Stop-watch, test booklets, and black pencils with erasers were used in the EFT test 

procedure. A description of the procedure is presented in Appendix D. The participant‟s task on 

each trial was to figure out an exact location in a large complex figure at which the participant 

previously located a simple figure. The EFT test required 20 minutes to complete. The score was 

the total number of problems correctly answered in the second and third sections. Omitted 

problems were regarded as incorrect.  

   3.5.3. Wo rking me mory span (WMS) tes t 

The “Kiosk-Ready WMS test” was used to test working memory span (WMS). This test 

was developed by the Attention & Working Memory Lab at Georgia Tech (Conway et al., 2005; 

Unsworth et al., 2005). Working memory span tests, including operation span, symmetry span, 

and reading span tasks, have been widely used to measure WMS, and have been shown to have 

good reliability and validity (Conway et al., 2002). WMS generally predicts complex cognitive 

behavior across domains, such as reading comprehension, problem solving, and reasoning 

(Conway et al., 2005). Unsworth et al., (2005) also showed that operation span loads on the same 
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factor as two other WM measures and is solely a reliable and valid indicator of WMS that can be 

applied to a wide variety fields.  

On this basis, the present study used an operation span test only. The test was 

administered using E-Prime software (a psychology software package), and all scoring was 

handled by a PC. After each trial, the program reported three values: original operation span 

score, operation span total, and math errors. First, operation span score is the sum of all perfectly 

recalled sets. Second, operation span total is the total number of letters recalled in the correct 

position. Third, math errors include incorrect operation and speed errors in which the subject ran 

out of time in attempting to solve a given problem. For the working memory test as well as the 

NASA-TLX rating, a Dell Inspiron E1405 laptop computer was used.   

3.6. Experime ntal Design 

 The experiment design included two independent factors with two levels of gender and 

two levels of distracter task (with cell phone and without cell phone). The gender group was as a 

between-subjects variable. The distracter condition was controlled as a within-subjects variable. 

Consequently, a mixed 2 × 2 design was used for experiment. Both male and female groups 

completed four test trials, including with cell phone and without cell phone conditions (two 

replicates of each). A randomized experimental trial order was determined for each subject 

before the experiment. The experiment produced a total of 64 observations, with 32 trials for the 

male group and 32 trials for the female group (8 subjects in each age group × 2 levels of the IV 

(with cell phone and without cell phone) × 2 replications). The data collection table for the 

experiment is presented in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Experiment data collection table  

 

 
Between-Subject Variable 

Male group Female group 

Within-Subject 

Variable 

Cell  

Subject # 1 ~ 8 

 

Subject # 9 ~ 16 No-Cell 

3.7. Procedures 

Each subject initially participated in a training and practice session, followed by four 

experimental trials. The participants were provided with a simulator training and familiarization 

session. Each driver adjusted the simulator seat position according to his/her own preference. 

Subjects drove through the training session scenario with simple roadside visuals. A simulation 

sickness survey (SSQ) was conducted before the training session to obtain subject pre-exposure-

scores. (Kennedy et al., 1993). After one training trial, the subject was asked to drive the training 

scenario again until he or she demonstrated adaptation to the simulator, based on specific 

performance criteria, including lane keeping ability. This was necessary for subjects to continue 

in the experiment.  

The SSQ was administered after each trial. The resulting score was compared with the 

score on the first SSQ form (see Appendix G). If the scores indicated that a subject might be 

suffering from simulator-sickness, the SSQ was administered at 20-minute intervals for up to an 

hour. If the subject demonstrated no significant sickness, a new trial was begun after a 5-min 

break.  

In test trials, before each hazard condition appeared, the environment of the simulator 
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was temporarily frozen, and a SA questionnaire (SA 1) was administered. The simulator was 

resumed and a hazard situation was presented after a few minutes. One or two minutes after a 

hazard situation, the simulator was again temporarily frozen for a SA questionnaire (SA 2). After 

finishing a trial, the NASA-TLX workload rating was administered (See Figure 3). Table 3 

presents a list of the experiment procedures along with estimated times for each step.  

 

Table 3. Overview of experimental procedure and approximate time estimates 

Step in Procedure Time (min.) 

1. Introduction and informed consent  (see Appendix E)  5 

2. Background questionnaire  (see Appendix D)  5 

3. Working memory capacity test on laptop computer           20 

4. UFOV®  test using desktop computer with touch screen           17 

5. EFT test using booklets and stop watch, according to prepared 

procedure (see Appendix F) 
          22 

6. Familiarization with driving simulator: simple roadway scenario 

without any hazard situations (Pre-SSQ (simulator sickness 

questionnaire) before this session and Pos- SSQ after this session) 

          30 

7. Familiarization with the SAGAT methodology and sample 

questions, as well as the NASA-TLX (see Appendix C) 
5 

8. Four consecutive test trials, including SA questionnaires, 

and NASA-TLX ratings at the end of trials (a 5 min. break 

was provided between trials) (Post-SSQ after each trial) 

          80 

TOTAL             186 min.  
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4. HYPOTHESES 

All hypotheses presented in this section are expressed as alternative hypotheses. They 

represent expectations of effects of driver distraction and cognitive ability on SA, workload and 

performance. (The null forms of the hypotheses represent situations of no difference among the 

settings of the IVs.) 

4.1. Impact of Driver Distraction on SA and Workload under Hazard Conditions 

It has been demonstrated that use of cell phones during driving negatively affects driver 

SA and performance; however, there is limited understanding of the impact on driver SA and 

performance under hazardous conditions (Drews et al., 2004; Ma & Kaber, 2005). Strayer and 

Drews (2004) found cell phone- induced impairments in terms of brake onset time and following 

distance. An interesting result of this research was that brake onset time measured in response to 

the braking of a lead car in a following scenario was significantly increased under the cell phone 

condition. Unfortunately, this study did not investigate brake reaction time under hazardous 

driving conditions, or responses to sudden events on the roadway. They also did not assess driver 

SA. Other research (Mouloua et al., 2004) has suggested that use of cell phones while driving 

leads to decrements in working memory span for older drivers and this may have a severe 

negative influence on SA and performance. This was attributed to the complexity of the driving 

situation. On these bases, it is hypothesized that drivers may suffer decrements in SA and 

performance due to cell phone use both before encountering a hazard situation (normal driving 

conditions) and after a hazard situation (non-normal driving conditions), as compared to a no-cell 

phone situation (H1). However, after the occurrence of a hazard, driver SA and performance 

under both the cell phone and no cell-phone conditions are generally expected to be worse than 
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before the hazard because the hazard event may serve to distract driver attention and make the 

driving environment more complex (H2). 

Regarding driver SA before and after encountering a hazard situation, changes or 

dynamics in driving goals must be considered to predict the specific implications on levels of 

SA. Upon detecting a hazard, drivers may concentrate on perceiving the environment (Level 1 

SA) and comprehending perceived information (Level 2 SA) but may neglect projection of 

future environment states (Level 3 SA), as compared to the situation before encountering a 

hazard. This may be due to drivers attempting to closely observe roadway objects to avoid 

another potential hazard (H3).  

With respect to driving task workload (NASA-TLX ratings), the cell phone condition is 

expected to show significantly higher overall TLX scores compared with the no cell phone 

condition (Ma, 2005) (H4). It is also expected that the overall TLX score will show a significant 

negative linear association with overall SA. That is, if drivers have difficulties in perceiving, 

comprehending and projecting roadway information, perceived workload may increase (H5).  

4.2. Impact of Driver Distraction on Performance 

 Horrey and Wickens (2006) reviewed the results of various studies on the costs of cell 

phone use in driving and concluded that reaction time was significantly affected while lane 

keeping (operational task performance) was less affected. Lane keeping is thought to rely on 

relatively automatic performance without conscious control and to make limited use of working 

memory capacity. However, reaction time to critical road hazards may require the use of working  

memory to perceive hazardous conditions, project future situations, and make decisions for 

avoiding hazards (Horrey & Wickens, 2004). Based on this research, it is expected that lane 
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deviation may not reveal a significant effect of driving distraction due to cell phone use, while 

brake reaction time may be significantly increased under the cell phone condition (H6).  

 Cell phone use is also expected to significantly decrease the number of passing 

maneuvers (tactical task performance) because the cell phone consumes working memory span 

and conflicts with roadway information processing, including perception, comprehension and 

projection (H7). Similarly, arrival time (strategic task performance) at the driving destination 

may also reveal a significant effect of cell phone use, specifically increased travel time (H8). 

4.3. Relation of SA and Driver Task Behavior under Hazard Conditions 

Prior research has suggested that the relation between levels of SA and types of driving 

goals may vary; however, there remains a need to quantify the contribution of each level of SA 

to operational, tactical, and strategic behavior by empirical study. This is particularly true for 

driver exposure to hazardous conditions while posed with distracter tasks. First, it is expected 

that operational task performance (i.e., lane deviation and brake reaction time) may have a 

higher negative correlation with Level 1 SA than with Level 2 and 3 SA (H9) (see Table 4). In 

general, operational task performance was not expected to be significantly correlated with 

overall SA because low-level driving behavior is predominately automatic and skill-based 

(Rasmussen, 1983, 1986; Smiley, 2004) (H10). Second, tactical task performance (i.e., passing) 

may have a high positive correlation with Level 1 and 2 SA versus Level 3 SA, and may show a 

significant correlation with overall SA. Tactical behavior requires perception and processing of 

roadway (e.g., speed limit) and environmental information (e.g., brake lights of a lead vehicle), 

as in rule-based task performance (Rasmussen, 1983, 1986) (H11). Finally, strategic task 

performance (i.e., arrival time at a destination) may be significantly negatively correlated with 
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all levels of SA, as compared to the other types of tasks. This is because driver strategic 

behavior includes sub-goals covering manipulation of speed, passing other vehicles and 

navigating to a destination. To attain these sub-goals, drivers may be required to achieve higher 

levels of SA across all levels, including perception of roadway signs, comprehension of the 

meaning of current dividing lines, and projection of remaining required time to arrive at the 

destination. Also, Level 3 SA may have a higher correlation with strategic performance as 

compared to Level 1 and 2 SA (H12).   

 

Table 4. Summary of expected correlations between driving task performance and SA 

 

 
L1 SA L2 SA L3 SA Overall SA 

Comparison 

of Correlation 

Operational 
Medium 

Correlation 

Low 

Correlation 

Low 

Correlation 

Not 

Significant 
L1> L2, L3 

Tactical 
High 

Correlation 

High 

Correlation 

Medium 

Correlation 
Significant L1, L2 > L3 

Strategic 
Medium 

Correlation 

Medium 

Correlation 

High 

Correlation 
Significant L1, L2 < L3 

 

4.4. Influence of Individual Characteristics on Driving 

 This study also investigated how driver SA and performance may be dictated by 

underlying cognitive abilities and experience.  

   4.4.1. Wo rking me mory capac ity  

 Working memory capacity was related to the various levels of SA in driving and 

performance on the different types of driving tasks. Working memory span may be used to 
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answer Level 1 SA queries because perception depends on attention and recognition of 

information (Endsley, 1996a, 2000). Based on the prior SA research, it is expected that Level 1 

SA may show a significant correlation with working memory capacity (H13). However, the need 

for working memory to answer Level 2 and 3 SA queries (comprehension and projection) is not 

clear (Gonzalez & Wimisberg, 2007). It may be possible for drivers to tap into long-term 

memory (i.e., experience or static knowledge) to comprehend and project driving environment 

states and to correctly respond to high level SA queries. On this basis, Level 2 and 3 SA may 

show less significant correlations with working memory span, as compared to Level 1 SA (H14). 

Also, working memory span may have a significant correlation with overall SA, especially after 

a hazard encounter, when drivers may feel the environment is complex and that attentional 

resources are taxed (H15).  

 

Table 5. Summary of expected correlations between working memory span and SA 

 

 Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 

Comparison L1 > L2,  L3 N/A 

Working 

Memory 

Span 

High Moderate Moderate Significant 

 

Regarding correlations between driving performance and cognitive ability, performance 

measures on operational goals (lane deviation and brake reaction time) may have a low positive 

correlation with working memory capacity. Since lane maintenance is largely automatic behavior 

with little conscious control, it may make limited use of working memory capacity (Horrey & 
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Wickens, 2004) (H16). As discussed above, tactical performance (passing) may have high 

correlations with Level 1 and 2 SA, so it is also expected that working memory span may be 

significantly correlated with tactical performance (H17). Similarly, strategic driving tasks may 

have a significant correlation with working memory span. Strategic tasks require using mental 

simulation and pattern matching, which tap into working memory (H18).  

 

Table 6. Summary of expected correlations between working memory span and driving 

performance 

 

 Operational Tactical Strategic 

Comparison Operational < Tactical, Strategic 

Working 

Memory 

Span 

Moderate High High 

 

   4.4.2. Use ful fie ld of v iew (UFOV)  

 The UFOV test is an accepted measure of how much information an individual can 

extract from a dynamic environment and the speed of processing of visual information (Owsley, 

1991). UFOV measures visual-cognitive ability, specifically recognizing cues in the environment. 

As previously described, UFOV tests involve three subtasks, including speed of information 

processing, divided attention and selective attention. Bolstad (2001) reported a significant 

correlation between total SA and UFOV-divided and selective attention for complex driving 

scenarios. On this basis, it is expected that there will be a significant negative correlation 

between overall SA, especially after a hazard encounter, and UFOV measures (represented as 

perception speed, ms).  In addition, there may be a high negative correlation between UFOV 
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results and Level 1 SA because Level 1 SA is based on driver perception (H19).  

 With respect to driver performance, UFOV measures may have a significant positive 

correlation with operational task performance (lane deviation and brake reaction time) because 

the UFOV test measures visual perception speed (H20). Also, tactical task performance may 

have a significant negative correlation with perception speed (more passing with shorter 

perception times). Passing requires exact perception of other traffic and roadway information 

within a limited time for success (H21). However, strategic task performance (arrival time) may 

not have a significant correlation with UFOV scores. This is because extracting information from 

the environment and the speed of processing of visual information does not directly influence 

strategic task performance. Drivers may employ mental simulation and use static knowledge to 

achieve the goal (H22).    

   4.4.3. Embedded f igure  tes t (EFT)  

The EFT measures the ability to distinguish target objects from an organized visual field. 

Ward et al. (1995) observed that field-dependent (FD) subjects make fewer correct identifications 

and more false identifications of HUD (Head-Up Display) information than do field- independent 

subjects. Therefore, FD subjects exhibit a diminished capacity to figure out relevant targets under 

complex scenes (Goodenough, 1976). On this basis, EFT scores may have a higher correlation 

with operational driving tasks, especially brake reaction time in a hazard condition, and Level 1 

SA (H23). Similar to the UFOV measures, EFT scores are expected to show higher correlations 

with each level of SA after encountering a hazard, especially Level 1 SA (H24). However, it is 

expected that EFT scores will not have a significant correlation with both Level 2 and 3 SA and 

tactical and strategic task performance (H25).  
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   4.4.4. Experience  

Shinar et al. (1998) suggested that some aspects of driving behavior may be automated 

throughout extended driving experiences and found a significant difference in critical sign 

detection between experienced and novice drivers. On this basis, it was expected that the level of 

driver experience might have a significant positive correlation with Level 1 SA. Consequently, 

there might also be positive correlations of experience with Level 2 and 3 SA (H26). Also, it is 

expected that experienced drivers would show better hazard control ability under non-normal 

conditions because of extensive static knowledge. The correlation between experience and SA 

may increase after hazard condition exposure (H27).  

In general, as experience increases, static knowledge also increases. Static knowledge of 

driving situations will become more stable and highly organized with increasing experience, and 

drivers may be able to develop more appropriate schema in memory for performance. Related to 

this, experience may also improve driver performance by reducing demands on mental resources 

for dynamic decision making processes (Endsley & Bolstad, 1994). On this basis, it is expected 

that the level of experience may have significant correlations with tactical and strategic task 

performance (H28).    
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5. DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSES 

5.1. Situation Awareness 

Scores for each level of SA were derived by comparison of subject answers to SA queries 

during the experiment to actual states of the simulated driving environment. An e xperimenter 

recorded the correct answers to each SA question during experiment trials, having complete 

knowledge of the simulated driving scenarios. Scoring criteria included a set of tolerance bands 

for each question. For example, it was considered acceptable if a subject estimated their speed as 

45 mph in passing a vehicle, when their actual speed was 40 mph (+/- 5 mph). Questions not 

answered or skipped by subjects were considered incorrect.  

Percent correct responses to SA probes for each level of SA (perception, comprehension 

and projection) were calculated for statistical analysis. Since the responses to SAGAT questions 

represent a binomial variable (correct or incorrect), the discrete nature of this measure violates 

the normality assumption of parametric statistical tests (i.e., the number of levels of the response 

may not serve to characterize normal distribution assumed by the ANOVA). However, Endsley 

(1995b) validated an arcsine function as an effective transformation to account for this problem 

in the use of SAGAT. With this in mind, the arcsine function was applied to the percentage of 

correct responses for each SA question and parametric statistical analysis was used to assess the 

effects on SA. 

5.2. NASA-TLX 

 An electronic version of the NASA-TLX for Windows was employed in this study to 

automatically generate an overall TLX score, based on a weight and value for each of the six 

workload-related factors. The software also output the average demand ratings for each condition. 
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Total workload scores (0~100) were used in statistical analyses.   

5.3. Driving Performance 

Lane deviation was calculated for each subject in each test trial using simulator log data 

files, excluding 50 feet before and after changing a lane. Standard deviation was used as a 

measure of lane deviation. Also, the STISIM Drive™ M 400 provided various other driving 

performance measures including brake reaction time, the number of driver violations of speed 

limits and traffic signals, and the arrival time at a destination. An experimenter recorded the 

number of times a driver correctly or incorrectly passed another vehicle under required and 

voluntary passing situations during the experiment. All driving performance data was 

summarized in Excel spreadsheets, and used for statistical analyses.    

5.4. Statistical Analyses 

All statistical analyses in this study were conducted using SAS® . Prior to model analysis, 

diagnostic tests were performed on the data, including, test for homoscedasticity (Bartlett‟s Test 

and Levene‟s Test) and normality (Anderson-Darling Normality Test) (see Appendix J). 

Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) were then conducted on all response measures 

among which correlations were expected, including the SA scores, NASA-TLX scores, and 

driving performance measures. Univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) were then conducted 

on any significant main effects and interaction effects revealed by MANOVAs.   

 Another major interest of this study was how the dependent variables might be correlated 

with each other and how underlying driver cognitive abilities may be correlated with each level 

of SA. Pearson correlation coefficients were used for the analyses of SA and driving task 

performance. Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients were used for the correlation analyses 
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including the results of cognitive ability tests because of the discrete nature of the values. The 

following are the key correlations analyzed in this study: (1) Scores for each level of SA vs. 

Scores for performance in each type of driving task (operational, tactical and strategic), including 

brake reaction time, lane deviation, the number of correct passes of leading vehicles and arrival 

time at the destination; (2) Total SA scores vs. NASA-TLX scores; (3) Scores for each level of 

SA vs. the three cognitive ability test scores; and (4) Scores for performance in each type of 

driving task (operational, tactical and strategic) vs. the three cognitive ability test scores.  
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6. RESULTS 

 All initial statistical models included a gender effect since the experiment used a balanced 

sample of males and females. Gender proved to be insignificant in all models of SA, driving 

performance and workload.  

6.1. Participant Characteristics 

 The sixteen volunteers (8 male and 8 female) for the study were undergraduate or 

graduate students at NC State University. All subjects had uncorrected or corrected 20/20 vision. 

The average age of the participants was 28.5 years with a standard deviation of 4 years. In regard 

to years of driving experience, the average for all participants was 5.6 years with a standard 

deviation of 3.6 years. The range was between 1 year and 11 years.  

6.2. Situation Awareness 

To investigate changes in the effect of the distracter task and gender on SA before and 

after hazard events (H1, H2 and H3), MANOVAs and univariate ANOVAs were used. Prior  to 

conducting these formal analyses, the assumptions of the ANOVA (normality of residuals, 

homogeneity of variance and independence of observations) were evaluated using both graphical 

approaches and test statistics (Montgomery, 2001).    

   6.2.1. Before  the  hazard condit ion (normal driv ing condit ion)  

MANOVA results revealed a significant effect of the cell phone distracter (F (4, 43) = 

6.51, p = 0.0003), but no significant effect of gender (F (4, 11) = 2.92, p = 0.0715), on the scores 

for each level of SA and the overall SA score before a hazard event (see Table 8). There was also 

no significant interaction effect of distracter and gender. ANOVA results on driver SA indicated 

that cell phone use (the distracter) was influential in the percentage of correct responses to SA 
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queries on Level 1 SA (F (1, 47) = 6.51, p = 0.0140), Level 2 SA (F (1, 47) = 13.54, p = 0.0006), 

and overall SA (F (1, 47) = 22.12, p < 0.0001), while Level 3 SA was not significant (F (1, 47) = 

2.96, p = 0.0920). These results supported Hypothesis 1. Figure 5 presents the average SA scores. 

Distracter condition means before and after a hazard situation are presented in Figure 6. The 

means and standard deviations of SA scores and workload measures for the distracter conditions 

are presented in Table 7. In addition, the relevant MANOVA and ANOVA results on driver SA 

measures are presented in Table 8.  

   6.2.2. After the  hazard condition (non-normal driving)  

MANOVA results revealed a significant effect of the distracter (F (4, 43) = 5.47, p = 

0.0012) on each level of SA and overall SA score after a hazard event. There were no significant 

effects of gender or an interaction between the distracter condition and gender.  

ANOVA results on driver SA indicated that cell phone use was influential in the 

percentage of correct responses to queries on Level 1 SA (F (1, 47) = 13.21, p = 0.0007), Level 2 

SA (F (1, 47) = 5.33, p = 0.0255), Level 3 SA (F (1, 47) = 9.79, p = 0.0030) and overall SA (F (1, 

47) = 22.54, p < 0.0001). These results supported Hypothesis 1. The relevant MANOVA and 

ANOVA results on driver SA measures after hazard exposure are also presented in Table 8.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of mean SA scores before and after a hazard condition  

 
 

 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of mean scores for each level of SA before and after a hazard 

situation with and without distraction 
Superscript (*) indicates statistically significant results of an ANOVA. 
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Table 7. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) for SA and workload measures for the distracter conditions 
 

 

Independent  
Variables 

Dependent Variables 
Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA  

SA L1 
Before 

SA L1 
After 

SA L2 
Before 

SA L2 
After 

SA L3 
Before 

SA L3 
After 

Overall SA 
 Before 

Overall SA  
After 

NASA-
TLX 

Distracter 
Cell 

0.6328 
(0.237) 

0.6406 
(0.228) 

0.4453 
(0.226) 

0.5937 
(0.217) 

0.4218 
(0.249) 

0.4609 
(0.229) 

0.5000 
(0.185) 

0.5651 
(0.144) 

69.45 
(12.06) 

No-Cell 
0.7656 
(0.178) 

0.8125 
(0.179) 

0.6484 
(0.199) 

0.7187 
(0.187) 

0.5468 
(0.272) 

0.6328 
(0.253) 

0.6536 
(0.134) 

0.7213 
(0.149) 

50.35 
(19.37) 
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Table 8. Relevant MANOVA and ANOVA results on driver SA measures before and after haza rd exposure 

 

 

Independent 
Variables 

MANOVA 
(Wilks' lamdba) 

ANOVA results 

Dependent Variables 

Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 

B
ef

or
e 

H
az

ar
d

 Gender 
F(4, 11) = 2.92, 

0.0715 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Distracter 
F(4, 43) = 6.51, 

0.0003 
F(1, 47) = 6.51, 

0.0140 
F(1, 47) = 13.54, 

0.0006 
F(1, 47) = 2.96, 

0.0920 
F(1, 47) = 22.12, 

<0.0001 

Gender × Distracter 
F(4, 43) = 0.30, 

0.8788 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

A
ft

er
 H

az
ar

d
 Gender 

F(4, 11) = 1.64, 
0.2340 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Distracter 
F(4, 43) = 5.47, 

0.0012 
F(1, 47) = 13.21, 

0.0007 
F(1, 47) = 5.33, 

0.0255 
F(1, 47) = 9.79, 

0.0030 
F(1, 47) = 22.54, 

<0.0001 

Gender × Distracter 
F(4, 43) = 0.24, 

0.9146 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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   6.2.3. Comparison of SA before  and afte r the  hazard 

To test Hypothesis 2 concerning whether driver SA under the cell phone and no cell-

phone conditions after the occurrence of a hazard was significantly worse than before the hazard, 

a pair-wise t-test was conducted. Contrary to our expectation, t-test results revealed a significant 

increase in overall SA after the hazard event (t (0.025, 63) = -2.86, p = 0.0057) (H2). The t-test 

results are presented in Table 10.  

To further investigate whether each level of SA underwent different changes after drivers 

encountered the hazard situation, pair-wise t-tests for all three levels were conducted (H3). Level 

2 SA showed a significant increase after hazard exposure (t (0.025, 63) = -4.92, p < 0.0001). 

However, there were no significant differences for Level 1 SA (t (0.025, 63) = -0.95, p = 0.3442) 

and Level 3 SA (t (0.025, 63) = -0.68, p = 0.4964). These results partially supported Hypothesis 

3, which stated that drivers would concentrate on perception of the environment (Level 1 SA) 

and comprehension of perceived information (Level 2 SA) under non-normal conditions. 

Further analysis was conducted to test the difference between the cell phone and no-cell 

phone conditions before and after hazard exposure in terms of SA. The result of t-tests revealed a 

significant increase in overall SA under the no-cell phone condition (t (0.025, 31) = -2.33, p = 

0.0340) and a marginally significant difference under the cell phone condition (t (0.025, 31) = -

1.78, p = 0.0845). Both results indicated an increase in SA after a hazard situation (H2). 

However, drivers not using a cell phone appeared to perceive a greater need to concentrate on the 

roadway after the hazard conditions. Under the no-cell phone condition, there were no 

statistically significant changes in the three levels of SA (Level 1 SA (t (0.025, 31) = 1.15, p = 

0.2587); Level 2 SA (t (0.025, 31) = 1.21, p = 0.2348); and Level 3 SA (t (0.025, 31) = 1.45, p = 
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0.1579)) contrary to the significant change in overall SA.  Under the cell phone condition, all 

three levels of SA increased, but only Level 2 SA showed a significant change in score (t (0.025, 

31) = 2.54, p = 0.0162). There were no significant differences for Level 1 SA (t (0.025, 31) = 

0.11, p = 0.9167) and Level 3 SA (t (0.025, 31) = 0.41, p = 0.6856).  

 

Table 9. Pair-wise comparison between SA before and after a hazard event across cell 

phone conditions 

 

 Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 

Mean (Before) 
(Std) 

0.69922 

(0.219) 
 

0.54688 

(0.235) 
 

0.48438 

(0.267) 
 

0.57682 

(0.178) 
 

Mean (After) 
(Std) 

0.72656 

(0.221) 
 

0.65625 

(0.211) 
 

0.54688 

(0.255) 
 

0.64323 

(0.165) 
 

Difference 
t(0.025, 63) 

= - 0.95, 
0.3442 

t(0.025, 63) 
= - 4.92, 
<0.0001 

t(0.025, 63) 
= - 0.68, 
0.4964 

t(0.025, 63) 
= - 2.86, 
0.0057 

 

Table 10. Pair-wise comparison between before and after a hazard event for each level of 

SA according to cell and no-cell conditions 

 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 

D
if

fe
re

n
ce

 
(b

ef
or

e
 -

 a
ft

er
) 

Cell 
t (0.025, 31) = 

- 0.11,  

p = 0.9167 

t (0.025, 31) = 
- 2.54,  

p = 0.0162 

t (0.025, 31) = 
- 0.41,  

p = 0.6856 

t (0.025, 31) = 
- 1.78,  

p = 0.0845 

No-Cell 
t (0.025, 31) = 

- 1.15,  
p = 0.2587 

t (0.025, 31) = 
- 1.21,  

p = 0.2348 

t (0.025, 31) = 
- 1.45,  

p = 0.1579 

t (0.025, 31) = 
- 2.33,  

p = 0.0340 

 

6.3. Driver Workload 

 To investigate Hypothesis 4, which stated that the cell phone condition would show 

significantly higher overall TLX scores compared with the no cell phone condition, an ANOVA 
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on the distracter was used. In agreement with the hypothesis, the ANOVA test revealed a 

significant increase in workload when a driver engaged in a cell phone call (F (1, 46) = 35.19, p 

< 0.0001) (H4). Table 11 and Figure 7 present the results of the ANOVA, means and standard 

deviations. 

 

Table 11. Mean, standard deviation and ANOVA results for NASA-TLX 

 

  Mean Std Dev. ANOVA 

Distracter 
Cell 69.45 12.06 F(1, 46) = 35.19, 

<0.0001 No-cell 50.35 19.37 
 

 
Figure 7. Mean NASA-TLX scores for a distracter effect 
Superscript (*) indicates statistically significant results of an ANOVA. 

 

6.4. Driving Task Performance  

To investigate the changes in the effect of the distracter condition before and after a 

hazard event on driving performance (H6, H7 and H8) a MANOVA and univariate ANOVAs 

were used. As with the SA data set, prior to conducting these formal analyses, the assumptions of 

the ANOVA were evaluated using both graphical approaches and test statistics.   
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MANOVA results revealed a significant effect of the distracter (F (5, 42) = 10.63, p < 

0.0001) on driving performance, but no significant effect of gender (F (5, 10) = 1.98, p = 0.1679). 

There was also no significant interaction effect of distracter and gender.  

In agreement with Hypothesis 6, an ANOVA on lane deviation before the hazard 

situation (normal driving condition) revealed no significant difference among the distracter 

conditions. However, ANOVA results on lane deviation after the hazard situation (non-normal 

driving condition) revealed a significant improvement (F (1, 47) = 4.98, p = 0.0305). Also, 

contrary to Hypothesis 6, ANOVA results on brake reaction time indicated no cell phone effect; 

there was, no difference for brake reaction time in response to the occurrence of the hazard 

between cell phone and no cell phone use. F igure 8 presents mean brake reaction time to the 

hazard and lane deviation before and after the hazard situation, with or without the use of the cell 

phone. 

ANOVA results revealed significant effects of the distracter on both passing and arrival 

time (H7 and H8). The number of successful passes was significantly decreased under the cell 

phone condition (F (1, 47) = 43.86, p < 0.0001). Also, arrival time at the destination was 

significantly increased with cell phone use (F (1, 47) = 5.15, p = 0.0279). Both results support 

stated hypotheses. Means and standard deviations of driving performance for the distracter 

condition are presented in Table 12. The relevant MANOVA and ANOVA results on driving 

performance are presented in Table 13. Also, Figure 9 presents the mean of number of successful 

passes for the distracter conditions, and Figure 10 presents mean arrival time for cell and no-cell 

use.  
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Figure 8. Mean brake reaction time to the hazard event and mean lane deviation before 

and after the hazard under each distracter condition 
Superscript (*) indicates a significant difference using an ANOVA. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Mean number of successful passes for each distracter condition 
Superscript (*) indicates a significant difference using an ANOVA. 
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Figure 10. Mean arrival time for each cell phone condition 
Superscript (*) indicates a significant difference using an ANOVA. 
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Table 12. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) for driving performance for distracter condition 

  Note: BRT = Brake Reaction Time; LD = Lane Deviation. 

 

Independent 
Variables 

Dependent Variables 

BRT (sec.) LD (Before) (ft.) LD (After) (ft.) Passing (#) Arrival time (sec.) 

Distracter 
Cell 1.766 

(0.147) 
0.739 

(0.232) 
0.771 

(0.314) 
5.093 

(0.897) 
765.28 
(55.51) 

No-Cell 
1.850 

(0.265) 
0.716 

(0.273) 
0.638 

(0.202) 
6.125 

(0.739) 
744.67 
(53.44) 

 

 

Table 13. Relevant MANOVA and ANOVA results on driving performance and NASA-TLX scores 

                     Note: BRT = Brake Reaction Time (Unit: sec.); LD = Lane Deviation (Unit: feet); Passing (Number of Passes); 
Arrival time (Unit: sec.). 

 

  
 

MANOVA 
(Wilks' lamdba) 

ANOVA results 

Dependent Variables 

BRT LD (Before)  LD (After) Passing 
Arrival 
Time 

Gender 
F(5, 10) = 1.98, 

0.1679 
N/A N/A N/A N/A    N/A 

Distracter 
F(5, 42) = 10.63, 

<0.0001 

F(1, 47) = 
3.07, 

0.0864 

F(1, 47) = 
0.63, 

0.4321 

F(1, 47) = 
4.98, 

0.0305 

F(1, 47) = 
43.86, 

<0.0001 

F(1, 47) = 
5.15, 

0.0279 

Gender × 
Distracter 

F(5, 42) = 0.60, 
0.6973 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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6.5. Correlation Analyses 

   6.5.1. Leve l of SA and driv ing task performances  

 Pearson correlation coefficients were used to test Hypotheses 5, 9, 10, 11 and 12 

regarding, whether driving workload score correlated with SA (H5), whether the three types of 

driving task performance correlated with SA, and how these relationships may have differed for 

each level of SA (H9, 10, 11 and 12). 

As expected, the task load score measured using the NASA-TLX showed a significant 

negative correlation with overall SA (r = -0.293, p = 0.0190) (H5). This means that as the 

workload score increased, SA decreased.  

Contrary to Hypothesis 9, brake reaction time and lane deviation before a hazard 

situation did not have a highly significant negative correlation with Level 1 SA (BRT (r = 0.015, 

p = 0.9087); LD before (r = 0.009, p = 0.9455)), as compared to Level 2 SA (BRT (r = -0.058, p 

= 0.6465); LD before (r = 0.063, p = 0.6194)) and Level 3 SA (e.g., BRT (r = 0.097, p = 0.4440); 

LD before (r = -0.201, p = 0.1108)). However, lane deviation after a hazard situation did have a 

comparatively higher negative correlation with Level 1 SA (r = -0.246, p = 0.0501) than with 

Level 2 (r = -0.134, p = 0.2921) and 3 SA (r = -0.213, p = 0.0905) (H9), but the p-value was on 

the edge of significance. Brake reaction time and lane deviation before a hazard situation did not 

have significant correlations with overall SA, but lane deviation after a hazard was significantly 

correlated with overall SA (r = 0.258, p = 0.0400) (H10). These results partially supported 

Hypotheses 9 and 10 suggesting that low-level driving behavior may be automatic and skill-

based and rely less on SA under normal driving conditions (Rasmussen, 1983, 1986; Smiley, 

2004). However, lane maintenance under non-normal driving conditions may rely on SA. 
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 In agreement with expectation, tactical task performance (number of successful passes) 

had very close, but slightly higher positive correlations with Level 1 (r = 0.449, p = 0.0002) and 

2 SA (r = 0.469, p <0.0001) than with Level 3 SA (r = 0.411, p = 0.0007). That is, as perceived 

information, comprehension and projection increased, driver ability to pass the lead vehicle 

increased. Also, passing showed a significant correlation with overall SA (r = 0.587, p < 0.0001) 

(H11).  

 Regarding strategic task performance (arrival time), Pearson correlation coefficients 

revealed no significant linear associations between each level of SA and arrival time. However, 

arrival time showed a marginally significant association with Level 3 SA (r = -0.227, p = 0.0713) 

and a significant relation with overall SA (r = -0.251, p = 0.0454). In agreement with our 

expectation, Level 3 SA had a higher correlation with strategic performance, as compared to 

Level 1 and 2 SA (see Table 14) but it was not significant (H12). These correlations indicate that 

strategic task performance has a comparatively stronger relation with driver projection ability. 

Table 14 presents all the correlation coefficients and related p-values between each level of SA 

and the three types of driving task performance.   
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Table 14. Correlation analysis between each level of SA and types of driving task 

performance 
Note: BRT (Brake Reaction Time); LD (Lane Deviat ion); Passing (Number of successful pass es) and Arr.   

Time (Arrival t ime at the destination) 

 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA NASA-TLX 

BRT 
(Operational) 

0.015, 
0.9087 

-0.058, 
0.6465 

0.097, 
0.4440 

0.033, 
0.7976 

0.001, 
0.9959 

LD (Before) 
(Operational) 

0.009, 
0.9455 

0.063, 
0.6194 

-0.201, 
0.1108 

-0.158, 
0.2115 

-0.131, 
0.2115 

LD (After) 

(Operational) 

-0.246, 

0.0501 

-0.134, 

0.2921 

-0.213, 

0.0905 

-0.257, 

0.0400 

0.029, 

0.8175 

Passing 
(Tactical) 

0.449, 
0.0002 

0.469, 
<0.0001 

0.411, 
0.0007 

0.586, 
<0.0001 

-0.134, 
0.2907 

Arr. Time 
(Strategic) 

-0.175, 
0.1673 

-0.144, 
0.2555 

-0.227, 
0.0713 

-0.251, 
0.0454 

-0.003, 
0.9787 

 

   6.5.2. Leve l of SA and cognitive  abil itie s   

Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficient (or Spearman‟s rho) was used to test the linear 

relation between each level of SA and cognitive abilities.  

   6.5.2.1. Work ing me mory span vs . SA 

 Regarding the relation between working memory span and each level of SA, Spearman 

coefficients revealed a significant correlation between working memory span score and Level 1 

SA (ρ = 0.2613, p = 0.0370) (H13). As expected, correlation coefficients between Level 2 and 3 

SA and WMS were smaller than Level 1 SA. However, contrary to Hypothesis 14, the 

correlations between Level 2 and 3 SA and working memory span were not significant. 

Spearman coefficients between overall SA and WMS revealed a significant relation (ρ = 0.2487, 

p = 0.0474). This relationship also became stronger after the hazard condition, which was in 

agreement with Hypothesis 15 (see Table 15). Table 18 summarizes the Spearman rank 
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correlation coefficients between each level of SA and the cognitive ability measure. 

Table 15. Correlation analysis between a WMS measure and each level of SA  

before and after the hazard condition 
 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 
W

M
S Before 

0.131, 
0.3031 

0.017, 
0.8916 

0.070, 
0.5847 

0.102, 
0.4207 

After 
0.275, 
0.0280 

0.070, 
0.5832 

0.245, 
0.0512 

0.303, 
0.0237 

 

   6.5.2.2. UFOV vs . SA   

 With respect to useful field of view, Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients revealed 

significant relations between UFOV divided attention (ρ = -0.29800, p = 0.0168) and selective 

attention (ρ = -0.34509, p = 0.0052) with Level 1 SA (H19), but there was no significant relation 

with overall SA. This result indicated that Level 1 SA was related with visual perception speed. 

Further analysis was conducted to test changes in the relation of UFOV and SA after a hazard. 

Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients for the relations of Level 1 and 2 SA and overall SA 

with divided attention (H19) significantly increased (see Table 16). There was a general tendency 

for the correlations to increase after a hazard situation, especially for low level of SA. In addition, 

UFOV measures showed a higher correlation with Level 1 SA than with Level 2 and 3 SA. Level 

2 SA also had a stronger correlation with UFOV measures than Level 3 SA. Table 18 

summarizes the Spearman rank correlation coefficients between each level of SA and the UFOV 

cognitive ability measure. 
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Table 16. Correlation analysis between UFOV measures and each level of SA  

before and after the hazard condition 

 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 
D

iv
id

ed
  

A
tt

en
ti

on
 

Before 
-0.142, 
0.2645 

-0.151, 
0.2343 

-0.050, 
0.6942 

-0.144, 
0.2575 

After 
-0.345, 

0.0052 

-0.254, 

0.0432 

0.015, 

0.9068 

-0.269, 

0.0316 

Se
le

ct
iv

e 

A
tt

en
ti

o
n

 

Before 
-0.263, 
0.0357 

-0.094, 
0.4590 

-0.020, 
0.8770 

-0.153, 
0.2288 

After 
-0.290, 
0.0199 

-0.143, 
0.2601 

-0.031, 
0.8102 

-0.208, 
0.0998 

   

   6.5.2.3. EFT vs . SA 

 Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients revealed a significant relation between EFT 

scores and Level 1 SA (ρ = 0.37055, p = 0.0026) (H23). As expected, the Spearman rank 

correlation coefficient for EFT scores and Level 1 SA significantly increased after drivers 

encountered a hazard event (H24) (see Table 17). However, there were no significant 

associations between EFT scores and Level 2 (ρ = 0.17239, p = 0.1731) and 3 SA (ρ = 0.14900, p 

= 0.2400) (H25). In agreement with expectation, these results show only a significant relation of 

field dependence (FD) with Level 1 SA. Table 18 summarizes the Spearman rank cor relation 

coefficients between each level of SA and all cognitive ability measures. 
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Table 17. Correlation analyses between EFT scores and each level of SA before and after  

a hazard condition 

 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 
EF

T 

Before 
0.274, 
0.0283 

0.147, 
0.2480 

0.079, 
0.5332 

0.237, 
0.0598 

After 
0.361, 
0.0034 

0.141, 
0.2669 

0.130, 
0.3047 

0.237, 
0.0590 

 

 

Table 18. Correlation analyses between each level of SA and cognitive ability measures 

 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 

EFT 
0.371, 

0.0026 

0.172, 

0.1731 

0.149, 

0.2400 

0.267, 

0.0326 

UFOV 
(Divided) 

-0.298, 
0.0168 

-0.243, 
0.0526 

-0.032, 
0.8009 

-0.215, 
0.0887 

UFOV  
(Selective) 

-0.345, 
0.0052 

-0.115, 
0.3650 

-0.026, 
0.8377 

-0.200, 
0.1138 

WMS 

  (Ospan Score) 

0.261, 

0.0370 

0.100, 

0.4316 

0.207, 

0.1009 

0.249, 

0.0474 

 

   6.5.3. Driv ing task performance  and cognitive  abili tie s   

Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficient was also used to test for any linear relations 

between driving task performance and cognitive abilities.  

   6.5.3.1. Work ing me mory span vs . driv ing task performance  

 With respect to working memory span and operational task performance, brake reaction 

time showed no significant correlation with WMS, but lane deviations before a hazard situation 

had a significant linear association with WMS (ρ = -0.3028, p = 0.0150) (H16). These results 

were somewhat different than expectation in that limited use of working memory capacity was 
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expected for lane maintenance because performance has been found to be relatively automatic.  

Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients between WMS scores and tactical task 

performance (passing) revealed a significant correlation (ρ = 0.3775, p = 0.0021) (H17). 

Similarly, a Spearman rank correlation coefficient for WMS and strategic task performance 

(arrival time) showed a significant correlation (ρ = -0.2916, p = 0.0194) (H18). These results 

indicated that higher working memory capacity might support better tactical and strategic task 

performance. Comparison of correlation coefficients among the three types of driving task 

performance revealed slightly different results from expectation (operational = strategic <  

tactical) (H16, 17 and 18). Table 19 summarizes the Spearman rank correlation coefficients 

between driving task performance and cognitive ability measures.   

   6.5.3.2. UFOV vs . driv ing task performance   

To investigate the relation between driving performance and UFOV measures (H20, 21 

and 22), Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients were determined. First, results revealed 

significant positive correlations between UFOV and lane deviations (both before and after a 

hazard situation) as follows: (1) divided attention vs. lane deviation (before) (ρ = 0.2748, p = 

0.0280); and (2) divided attention vs. lane deviation (after) (ρ = 0.2829, p = 0.0235) (H20). 

These findings support Hypothesis 20 stating that perceptual speed would affect operational 

driving performance. However, contrary to expectation, brake reaction time (operational driving 

performance) did not show a significant correlation with the UFOV measures (both divided and 

selective attention) (H20).   

Second, in agreement with Hypothesis 21, Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients 

between UFOV and tactical task performance (number of passes) revealed significant negative 
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associations, including: (1) divided attention vs. passing (ρ = -0.34848, p = 0.0048); and (2) 

selective attention vs. passing (ρ = -0.37258, p = 0.0024) (H21). This means that the tactical task 

(i.e., passing) also had a relation with visual processing speed.  

Third, strategic task performance shared no significant relations with the UFOV 

measures, including; (1) divided attention vs. arrival time (ρ = 0.18256, p = 0.1488); and (2) 

selective attention vs. arrival time (ρ = 0.21439, p = 0.0889) (H22). These results indicate no 

direct relation between processing speed of visual information and strategic task performance 

(arrival time). Table 19 summarizes the Spearman rank correlation coefficients between driving 

task performance and the cognitive ability measures. 

   6.5.3.3. EFT vs . driving task performance  

 Contrary to expectation, Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients revealed no significant 

relations between operational driving performance (brake reaction time, lane deviation (before 

and after)) and EFT scores (H23). However, results showed a significant correlation between 

EFT scores and tactical driving performance (passes) (ρ = 0.29144, p = 0.0195) (H24). 

Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficients revealed no significant association between EFT scores 

and strategic driving performance (ρ = -0.04184, p = 0.7427) (H25). It was expected that both 

tactical and strategic driving performance would not have significant associations with EFT 

scores, but the results indicated a significant influence of the ability to distinguish target objects 

from complex visual fields for passing performance. Again, Table 19 summarizes the Spearman 

rank correlation coefficients between driving task performance and the cognitive ability 

measures. 
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Table 19. Correlation analyses of driving task performance with cognitive ability measures 

 

  BRT (Oper.) LD1 (Oper.) LD2 (Oper.) Passing (Tac.) 
Arr. Time 

(Str.) 

EFT 
0.126, 
0.3206 

-0.061, 
0.6336 

-0.176, 
0.1651 

0.291, 
0.0195 

-0.042, 
0.7427 

UFOV 

(Divided) 

0.125, 

0.3243 

0.275, 

0.0280 

0.283, 

0.0235 

-0.348, 

0.0048 

0.183, 

0.1488 

UFOV  
(Selective) 

0.093, 
0.4650 

-0.138, 
0.2758 

0.015, 
0.9087 

-0.373, 
0.0024 

0.214, 
0.0889 

WMS 

(Osapn 
Score) 

0.085, 

0.5039 

-0.303, 

0.0150 

-0.214, 

0.0891 

0.378, 

0.0021 

-0.292, 

0.0194 

 

   6.5.4. Effects  of experience  on driver SA an d driving task pe rformance  

 In agreement with Hypothesis 26, Spearman coefficients revealed significant correlations 

between experience and Level 1 SA (ρ = 0.40692, p = 0.0008) and between experience and 

overall SA (ρ = 0.37061, p = 0.0026). Also, there were marginally significant correlations 

between experience and Level 2 (ρ = 0.20774, p = 0.0995) and 3 SA (ρ = 0.24047, p = 0.0556). 

However, contrary to Hypothesis 27, there were no significant increases in these correlation 

coefficients for each level of SA with experience from before to after the hazard condition (see 

Table 21).  

 Regarding the correlation between driving performance and experience, only tactical task 

performance (passing) showed a statistically significant correlation with experience (ρ = 0.36881, 

p = 0.0027) (H28). There was no significant correlation between strategic task performance 

(arrival time) and experience (ρ = -0.20483, p = 0.1045). Also, operational task performance 

revealed no significant correlation with experience. Table 22 summarizes the Spearman rank 
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correlation coefficients between driving task performance and experience. 

 

Table 20. Correlation analysis results for each level of SA with experience 

 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 

Experience 
0.407, 

0.0008 

0.208, 

0.0995 

0.240, 

0.0556 

0.371, 

0.0026 

 

 

Table 21. Correlation analysis results for experience and each level of SA before and after  

a hazard condition 

 

  Level 1 SA Level 2 SA Level 3 SA Overall SA 

Ex
p

er
ie

n
ce

 

Before 
0.357, 
0.0038 

0.149, 
0.2390 

0.245, 
0.0507 

0.329, 
0.0079 

After 
0.281, 
0.0247 

0.173, 
0.1727 

0.134, 
0.2902 

0.275, 
0.0277 

 

Table 22. Correlation analysis results for driving task performance and experience 
 

  BRT (Oper.) LD1 (Oper.) LD2 (Oper.) Passing (Tac.) 
Arr. Time 

(Str.) 

Experience 
-0.224, 
0.0754 

0.140, 
0.2698 

-0.002, 
0.9873 

0.369, 
0.0027 

-0.205, 
0.1045 
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7. DISCUSSION 

7.1. SA in Driving 

   7.1.1. Effects  of ce ll phone  on S A 

The effect of cell phone use on SA was consistent with the findings of the prior research 

under normal driving conditions, specifically cell phone use before and after encountering a 

driving hazard leads to degraded SA (Gugerty et al., 2004; Ma & Kaber, 2005; Stanley et al., 

2005; Kass et al., 2007) (H1). The cell phone use appeared to distract driver attention and 

perception in terms of recognizing essential roadway information during driving. Drivers may 

experience distractions to information processing, involving use of WMS and visual processing 

ability, and this may adversely impact SA. It is generally accepted that individuals depend on 

perception and attention abilities, as well as working memory, to achieve SA (Durso & Gronlund, 

1999; Wickens & Holland, 2000; and Endsley, 1995a).  

Regarding each level of SA and overall SA, before and after a hazard situation, the cell 

phone had a negative effect, save Level 3 SA before a hazard situation (F (1, 47) = 2.96, p = 

0.0920) (see Figure 6). It is possible that Level 3 SA queries may have become easier as drivers 

adapted themselves to projecting virtual environment states. Also, Level 3 SA queries included 

questions regarding the remaining time and distance until the destination, which might have been 

easier to answer more accurately as a subject got closer to the destination. 

   7.1.2. Comparison of SA before  and afte r a hazard 

Contrary to expectation (H2), comparison of SA before and after the hazard condition 

revealed increased SA after the hazard. Decreased SA was expected because hazard events may 

distract driver attention and make the driving environment seem more unstable. However, all 
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levels of SA increased, particularly Level 2 SA. It is possible that drivers tried to deal with the 

unstable environment after a hazard by allocating additional cognitive resources to the driving 

task.   

It seems that the hazard event forces drivers to concentrate on the roadway environment, 

to perceive and comprehend more roadway information, and try to avoid additional upcoming 

hazards. The driving scenario used in this study included 10 to 15 parked cars along the shoulder 

throughout all blocks. In this situation, drivers may not be seriously concerned with activity at 

parked vehicles before encountering a hazard event; subsequently they may pay more attention 

to perceive parked cars and other potential roadway hazards (i.e., other traffic). These inferences 

are also supported by the correlation analyses of Level 1 SA with the cognitive ability tests for 

visual information processing speed and field dependence (i.e., UFOV and EFT). It is worth 

noting that the significant associations between perception (Level 1 SA) and the UFOV and EFT 

measures were significantly increased after drivers encountered a hazard condition (H19 and 24). 

That is, as the drivers met a risky condition they paid more attention to perceiving the roadway 

information.  

Although all levels of SA increased after the hazard condition only comprehension of 

the driving environment (Level 2 SA) was significantly different than before the hazard. It is 

possible that limited working memory span impeded a more significant change in perception 

(Level 1 SA), contrary to Hypothesis 2. However, the increment in Level 1 SA may have proved 

significant enough to influence Level 2 SA; that is, comprehending on-going situations by 

combining perceived information with static knowledge.    
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7.2. Driver Workload 

 The no-cell phone condition reduced driver workload as measured by the NASA-TLX, 

consistent with the prior research and hypothesis (Ma & Kaber, 2005; H4). The correlation 

analyses also revealed a significant association of driver workload with overall SA (H5). That is, 

as driver workload decreased, driver SA increased. This is most likely because the cell phone 

required the use of working memory in word generation and simple calculations, which reduced 

driving ability to achieve and maintain SA (Strayer & Johnston, 2001).  

7.3. Driving Task Performance 

   7.3.1. Ope rationa l task performance  

 Lane deviation (operational task performance) before a hazard situatio n did not appear to 

be influenced by cell phone use, as expected (H6). This result was consistent with prior research 

findings that the cost of cell phone use is not significantly reflected in lane deviation (Horrey & 

Wickens, 2004). This may be due to continuous perceptual-motor coordination ability and 

automatic performance of lane maintenance with limited use of cognitive abilities. However, 

lane deviation after encountering a hazard did reveal an effect of the cell phone (H6). Under the 

cell phone condition, lane deviation was significantly worse, as compared with the no cell phone 

condition. As discussed, drivers showed an increase in SA after hazard exposure. Taken together, 

these results suggest drivers pay more attention to the roadway environment and attempt to drive 

more carefully after encountering a hazard.  

It is possible that drivers typically drive with little attention to lane position under normal 

driving conditions, but pay more attention to maintaining position after perceiving some 

potential roadway risks. This inference seems intuitive and is supported by the results of the 

correlation analyses between lane deviation and SA. There were no significant correlations 
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between each level of SA and lane deviation before a hazard event, but perception of roadway 

information (Level 1 SA) and overall SA were significantly correlated with lane deviation after 

encountering a hazard (H9 and 10). It is possible that drivers attempted to perceive more 

information from the roadway (Level 1 SA) after the hazard and to drive more safely by 

maintaining lane position, simultaneously. The correlation analyses between WMS and SA 

revealed a linkage of perception of information from the roadway (Level 1 SA) with memory 

capacity (H13). Together, these findings suggest that drivers with large WMS may be able to pay 

more attention to the roadway to improve lane keeping.  

  Regarding the correlation analyses between WMS and lane deviation, the span score was 

significantly correlated with lane deviation before a hazard situation and even more so with lane 

deviation after a hazard (H16). These findings deviate somewhat from the above inferences: that 

is, lane maintenance may be more dependent on conscious cognitive processes after hazard 

exposure. This issue should be more closely assessed through further study.  

 As expected, correlations between perceptual processing speed (UFOV: Divided attention) 

and lane deviation (both before and after a hazard) were significant (H20). Divided attention in 

the UFOV test is measured in terms of the time (ms) for peripheral visual information to be 

detected and localized at the same time a target appears in the central visual field (Ball et al., 

1988). That is, as the processing time for divided attention decreases, drivers may be able to 

perceive more information using a wider field of view. This may also lead to improvements in 

lane keeping. However, lane deviations before and after a hazard were not significantly 

correlated with selective attention of the UFOV test. These results are consistent with a prior 

study that found only divided attention to have a negative correlation with driving performance, 
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including the number of collisions, and speeding and brake reaction time (Allahyari et al., 2007).  

These findings on the relation of attention and performance were supported by other 

correlation analyses between EFT scores and lane deviation measures (H23). EFT is a cognitive 

style test measuring the ability to distinguish target objects from an organized visual field. It has 

similar features to the selective attention measure as part of the UFOV test in that both require 

the ability to identify a target object embedded with distracters. Results showed that correlations 

of EFT scores and lane deviation before and after a hazard were not significant. However, the 

correlation coefficient between EFT scores and lane deviations after a hazard was substantially 

greater. These findings suggest that lane keeping ability does not require a “field-independent” 

cognitive style, denoting a relatively large capacity to overcome embedded stimuli in order to 

perceive relevant targets (Goodenough, 1976; Ward et al., 1995).  

The other operational task behavior investigated in this study was brake reaction time. It 

was expected that brake reaction time to the hazard would significantly decrease under cell 

phone conditions; however, there was no apparent difference among the conditions.     

   7.3.2. Tact ical and s trategic task performance  

 With regard to tactical task performance, cell phone use had a negative effect on the 

number of successful passes (H7). Similarly, arrival time (strategic task behavior) was increased 

under the cell phone condition (H8). Both results may be attributable to the limited working 

memory span of drivers. In general, to achieve a successful pass, drivers must perceive other 

vehicles and the type of dividing lines on the road, comprehend the ongoing traffic situation 

based on perceived information, and integrate this knowledge to project future environment 

states. To arrive at a destination in a limited time, drivers may need to perform more complex 
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information processing and mental simulation throughout the course of the driving task, 

including decisions to pass lead vehicles. These processes may require the use of WMS to 

temporarily store acquired information, to combine the information with static knowledge 

derived from long term memory, and to run mental simulations. Relevant to this, results revealed 

that as driver WMS increased, performance on both tactical task performance (number of 

successful passes) and strategic task performance (arrival time) improved (H17 and 18). On these 

bases, tactical and strategic task behavior may rely on WMS and may conflict with secondary 

task performance (word generation or solving simple arithmetic problems as part of the cell 

phone conversation). These findings demonstrate the disadvantages of cell phone use during 

driving and suggest the possibility of the occurrence of a risky situation if drivers engage in cell 

phone use and tactical (e.g., overtaking, passing) or strategic task (e.g., navigating to a 

destination) performance.  

 As discussed above, tactical task performance (passing) requires perception of the 

location and speed of other vehicles, dividing lines and other obstacles. Related to this, visual 

cognitive abilities, tested using the UFOV divided and selective attention measures and EFT, had 

a significant influence on tactical task performance, even though selective attention and field 

dependence did not appear to have significant associations with operational task performance 

(lane keeping) (H21 and 25). These findings suggest that tactical task performance (successful 

passing) requires the ability to process perceived information rapidly and to break-up parts of the 

visual field discretely from an organized ground. The significant correlations of selective 

attention and EFT scores with tactical task performance may be attributable to the difficulty of 

the task as compared to lane keeping as part of operational task performance. Successful passing 
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is achieved when drivers determine the location and speed of other vehicles and obstacles and 

rapidly make proper decisions on passing within a limited time. The complexity of this process 

may require substantial perceptual processing capacity to rapidly sort embedded stimuli in visual 

fields in order to perceive relevant objects.  

 It is also interesting to note that driver experience was highly influential in successful 

passing (H28). The findings support the contention that successful passing also requires use of 

static knowledge developed through experience. This means that experience can improve driver 

performance (Endsley & Bolstad, 1994).   

 Regarding the correlations between strategic task performance (arrival time) and UFOV 

and EFT measures, all visual cognitive ability tests did not predict navigation performance, as 

expected (H22 and 25). This may be because visual processing speed and extracting roadway 

information does not have a direct link with longer-term navigation plans and driving time 

management; however, there was a significant association with WMS possibly due to the need to 

keep track of map info and landmarks (H18). In addition, experience was not a significant 

predictor for strategic task performance (arrival time). Less experienced drivers may not be as 

good at navigation, but more experienced drivers may be more cautious in speed control. 

 The correlation coefficients for each type of driving task behavior and WMS were 

compared to assess the contribution of WMS to operational, tactical and strategic performance. A 

higher correlation coefficient between WMS and strategic task behavior was expected as 

compared to operational and tactical task behaviors (operational < tactical < strategic) (H16, 17 

and 18). Counter to expectation, tactical task performance had a higher correlation with WMS 

than strategic task performance (operational < strategic < tactical). This may be due to its heavy 
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dependence on WMS. Passing is a discrete event that uses WMS within a limited time. Arriving 

at a destination on time is a continuous task requiring use of working memory capacity 

throughout the drive. Drivers may be able to distribute their workload. For example, they may 

run mental simulations of the driving route whenever they are not faced with other tactical or 

operational tasks. These features of the two tasks may have led to the result that tactical task 

performance had a higher correlation with WMS than strategic task performance.  

Along the same line as WMS use in driving performance, correlations between SA and 

tactical and strategic task performance showed that number of successful passes was highly 

correlated with all levels of SA (H11); however, arrival time only had marginal significance for 

Level 3 SA (H12); overall SA was significant for both. These results support the higher 

correlation of WMS with the tactical task, as compared to the strategic task.  

7.4. Correlation between Cognitive Ability Measures and SA 

   7.4.1. WMS vs . SA  

WM was revealed as an essential cognitive ability to respond to Level 1 SA (perception) 

queries. This is consistent with the results of the prior studies (H13) (Endsley, 1996a, 2000b). 

The finding suggests Level 1 SA (perception) depends particularly on the visibility and retention 

of information in the driving environment. (SAGAT requires freezes of the task simulation and 

the display screen is covered while the participant answer queries.) Working memory capacity 

must be used for perceiving and storing current information to answer queries. However, 

working memory capacity did not significantly relate to comprehension (Level 2 SA) or 

projection (Level 3 SA) (H14 and 15). These findings are also in agreement with the results of 

prior study. Gonzalez & Wimisberg (2007) found that a WMS measure was not relevant to 
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answering comprehension (Level 2 SA) and projection (Level 3 SA) queries, as compared to 

perception (Level 1 SA) queries. These findings suggest that Level 2 and 3 SA require a more 

profound understanding of the task through the use of long-term memory (i.e., static knowledge 

or experience) than simply using working memory. Tactical and strategic task performance did 

not only use perceived information (Level 1 SA), but showed significant correlations with Level 

3 SA. Tactical task performance also had significant correlations with Level 2 SA (H11). It is 

possible that the SAGAT methodology, including freezing the simulator and delivering queries 

(without time pressure) led to the findings of no significant correlation of WMS with 

comprehension and projection. While answering queries, participants do not experience any time 

pressure or workload caused by the driving task and running mental simulations to answer Level 

2 and 3 SA queries using WM and long term memory may be relatively easy. 

In addition to this, correlation analyses assessing the relation of each level of SA with 

cognitive ability before a hazard versus after a hazard with WMS revealed highly significant 

increases in the associations of Level 1 and overall SA with WMS (H15). This finding suppo rts 

the inference that hazard events force drivers to rely more on fundamental cognitive skills 

relevant to driving and to concentrate on the roadway environment to perceive and comprehend 

more information and try to avoid any additional hazards.  

   7.4.2. UFOV vs . SA 

 Divided and selective attention measures, based on UFOV tests, appeared to contribute 

significantly to the perception of roadway information (Level 1 SA), as expected (H19). The 

result was in agreement with a prior study of the relation between SA and UFOV (Chaparro et al., 

1999). Chaparro et al. measured three forms of UFOV attention and SA (assessed with recall 
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tests) on the number and location of cars in a driving scenario. Subjects indicated their position 

on the road using a mouse and display screen after each short trial. Unfortunately, they did not 

measure SA in terms of each level of SA defined by Endsley, including perception, 

comprehension and projection. Chaparro‟s tests measured perception of the roadway information 

(Level 1 SA). These findings suggest that drivers, who have better divided and selective attention 

perceive more roadway information during driving; and, hence, have better total SA. In addition 

to this, correlation analyses comparing the relation of each level of SA with attention before a 

hazard (normal driving condition) versus after a hazard revealed highly significant increases in 

the strength of associations for Level 1 and 2 SA and overall SA with divided attention (H19). In 

general, these results mean that perception speed with a wide field of view becomes more 

important under non-normal driving situations. If drivers are able to successfully negotiate 

hazards, it can be inferred that they may have extra cognitive resources in dealing with normal 

driving situations. Meanwhile, comprehension and projection (Level 2 and 3 SA) and overall SA 

were not significantly correlated with UFOV tests, as was expected.   

   7.4.3. EFT vs . SA 

 In agreement with expectation (H23), the EFT scores were also significantly related to 

perceived roadway information (Level 1 SA). Considering the EFT measures one ‟s ability to 

distinguish target objects from an organized visual field, this finding makes sense. Furthermore, 

correlation analyses comparing the relation of each level of SA with field dependence before a 

hazard versus after revealed a significant increase in the strength of association of Level 1 SA 

with EFT scores (H24). This result may also be attributed to the efforts of drivers to deal with an 

apparently unstable situation by paying greater attention to the roadway. Also, overall SA 
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showed a significant association with EFT scores. That is, field dependence may be a general 

mediating factor of SA in driving. 

7.5. Influence of Experience on Driver SA 

 There was a significant association between experience and Level 1 SA. As experience 

increased, driver perception abilities also appeared to increase. This result was consistent with 

prior research. Shinar et al. (1998) suggested that some aspects of driving behavior may be 

automated with greater driving experience and found significant differences in sign detection 

between experienced and novice drivers. In the present study, comprehension and projection 

abilities were also correlated with experience, but only with marginal significance. This may be 

due to increased static knowledge (long-term memory) with experience. Static knowledge of 

driving situations may become more stable and highly organized with increasing experience, and 

drivers may be able to develop appropriate schema in memory. In addition, overall SA was 

highly associated with driver experience. 

 However, experience did not reveal any increase in strength of association with each 

level of SA after drivers encountered a hazard; perception (Level 1 SA) and overall SA had 

significant correlations with experience both before and after a hazard (H27). This suggests that 

experience did not play a greater role in SA, according to the driving situation, but it was 

uniformly important in terms of perception of roadway information under normal and non-

normal conditions. 

7.6. Relational Model  

 Two relational models were developed based on the findings of this study. Figure 11 

represents the relations among situation awareness, types of driving tasks, and cognitive abilities, 
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and Figure 12 presents the relations among situation awareness, experience, and cognitive 

abilities. The solid lines in the relational models indicate a critical link (p-value < 0.05), and the 

dashed lines indicate a weak link (p-value < 0.06 and > 0.05). However, the links involving SA 

may be dependent upon the SA measurement technique. Similarly, the links involving the types 

of driving behaviors may vary depending upon the types of driving tasks investigated. 
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Figure 11. Model of relations among situation awareness, types of driving tasks, and cognitive abilities 

Note: Solid lines indicate strong correlations, and dashed lines indicate only weak associations  
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Figure 12. Supplemental model of relations among situation awareness, experience, and cognitive abilities 

Note: Solid lines indicate strong correlations, and dashed lines indicate weak associations
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8. CONCLUSION 

 The objectives of this study were to: (1) investigate the impact of in-vehicle distracter 

tasks (cell phone use) on driver SA and driving performance under potential hazard conditions; 

(2) identify specific cognitive factors that may mediate the relation of driving performance and 

SA; (3) achieve a better understanding of the relation among driving goals, levels of SA and 

cognitive factors; and (4) investigate the influence of experience on driver SA and driving 

performance under hazard condition.  

 This study revealed negative effects of cell phone use across all levels of SA, driver 

workload, and performance of three types of driving behavior, including „strategic,‟ „tactical‟ and 

„operational.‟ The results of experiments provided support for limiting cell phone use under 

normal and non-normal driving conditions. Although prior studies have already revealed the 

negative effects of cell phone use in driving, the results on driver SA presented here were based 

on direct objective measurement of SA allowing for more accurate quantification of the role of 

each level of SA in three types of driving behavior, with or without cell phone use. Unfortunately, 

prior research generally measured operational task performance, such as lane keeping and 

reaction time, and did not reveal the effects of cell phone use on tactical and strategic task 

performance and SA. Therefore, all three types of driving tasks were evaluated to determine the 

relation of SA to performance and the effects of cell phone use. In addition, tests of cognitive 

abilities provided an explanation of linkages among levels of SA and driving performance under 

normal and hazard conditions. 

8.1. Driver SA before and after a Hazard   

 In general, driver SA increased after encountering a hazard. Drivers focused more on 
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perceiving information from the roadway environment. After hazard exposure subjec ts appeared 

to rely more on visual-cognitive skills for achieving low-level SA. Working memory also was 

used to a greater extent for SA after a hazard condition. These results reveal the importance of 

visual-cognitive abilities and working memory under non-normal driving conditions.  

8.2. Cognitive Factors mediating the Relation of Driving Goals and SA  

The results revealed that cell phone use reduced perception, comprehension and 

projection abilities of drivers and, consequently, operational, tactical, strategic driving 

performance.  

Regarding the role of SA in driving performance, results on lane keeping accuracy 

indicate that low-level SA, specifically perception, may be key to operational driving task 

performance after encountering a hazard situation. This finding was in- line with prior research 

indicating that lane keeping relies on automatic performance under „normal driving conditions‟ 

(Horrey & Wickens, 2004). However, the present experiment results indicate that lane keeping 

may also require conscious control under „non-normal driving conditions.‟ The association of 

three cognitive abilities with perception significantly increased after driver hazard exposure. 

Specifically, working memory span and divided attention showed significant association after a 

hazard. However, the associations between cognitive abilities and lane keeping did not reveal 

significant changes. Also, working memory capacity showed a contrary result with the inference 

above. WM has a higher correlation before a hazard situation. A further study is required to 

conclude this result. 

From the present experiment, all three levels of SA, including perception, 

comprehension and projection, appear to be relevant to tactical driving performance task 
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(successful passing). In addition, roadway state projection may be key to strategic driving tasks, 

specifically ensuring an arrival time at a destination. Both tactical and strategic driving task 

performance appears to be dependent on working memory. However, tactical tasks are also 

mediated by visual-cognitive abilities, including field dependence and visual processing speed. 

Tactical driving tasks appear to require higher SA and cognitive abilities for successful 

performance than operational and strategic tasks. In addition to cognitive ability, it also appears 

that the number of years an individual has been driving influences tactical task performance (i.e., 

passing ability). More experienced drivers having good static knowledge tend to perform tactical 

tasks cautiously and with skill. These findings also indicate that tactical tasks are likely the most 

complex tasks among the three types of driving behavior. 

Regarding the significance of each of the cognitive abilities in driving performance, the 

present experiment showed working memory to be most significant in all three types of driving 

tasks (operational, tactical, and strategic), as compared to perceptual speed and cognitive style. 

On this basis, working memory may be regarded as a primary cognitive factor in driving task 

performance. 

A new model of the relations among SA, driving task performance and cognitive 

abilities was developed. The findings from the study provide a more complete understanding of 

the role of cognitive constructs in driver SA and performance under normal and hazardous 

situations. The new model could be used as a basis for guiding the design of in-vehicle 

automation systems or intelligent transportation systems to support driver safety under hazardous 

conditions form a cognitive perspective. The model may support development of specific 

testable vehicle device design alternatives, such as Adaptive Cruise Control, navigation systems, 
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and Lane Keeping Support Systems, for improving driving safety.  

The results of this study revealed that all three cognitive ability tests only influenced 

perception of the roadway environment (Level 1 SA). This suggests that the cognitive abilities 

tested are only relevant to low-level SA. However, these results may be dependent upon the SA 

measurement technique. In this study, the SAGAT methodology was used. Real-time SA probing 

in which queries are delivered during task performance without freezing (Jones and Endsley, 

2004) might yield different results because of less dependence on subject WM in testing. SAGAT 

requires that the drivers display is covered while the driver answers queries demanding the use of 

working memory to recall roadway information. However, Real-time probing allows subjects to 

continue to view displays so drivers can find required objects to answer queries. Generally, 

higher SA scores are obtained in the uncovered display condition (Durso et al., 1997) and WM is 

less important to answer perception (Level 1 SA) queries (Gonzalez & Wimisberg, 2007). 

8.3. Caveats 

 There are some limitations of this study that should be noted with respect to using the 

results as a basis for designing intelligent transportation systems to support driver operational, 

tactical and strategic behavior. The first limitation of this study concerns the representativeness 

of each type of driving task in the experiment. This study measured task performance in driving 

goals. It is possible that other results might be obtained if other driving tasks were used to 

represent tactical performance, such as negotiating an intersection or performing complex route 

following as a strategic task. In selecting a task to represent a particular driving behavior, 

researchers need to carefully ensure that the task meets the definitions of operational, tactical and 

strategic behavior as laid-out by Michon (1985). Furthermore, if comparing results across 
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experiments and task types, it is critical to ensure that the nature of responses is comparable. For 

example, success or failure in reaching a destination can be considered a summative measure 

comparable to using arrival time to assess strategic performance. However, recording subject 

accuracy in turning at intersections according to a map as a basis for assessing strategic behavior 

would represent a finer-grained measure that might influence results. 

Another limitation of this study was the use of a driving simulator for all experiments. 

The simulator was a fixed-based setup providing no kinesthetic cues. Drivers could not feel the 

roadway or vehicle acceleration forces. Drivers may behave differently in actual operational 

settings (in vivo experiments) because of serious consequences of having an accident. However, 

there was no penalty in this experiment and it is generally not possible to conduct in vivo studies 

of driver exposure to hazardous conditions.   

8.4. Future Research Directions 

On the basis of this study, directions of future research include examining the 

performance of different age groups in driving under hazard conditions while performing 

distracter tasks. This study revealed that cognitive abilities and experience are an important 

determinant of driving performance. However, in general, humans experience a steady decline in 

cognitive abilities across their lifespan; therefore, driving performance also decays in that driving 

behaviors are highly dependent on cognitive abilities, such as visual search, visual pursuit, space 

visualization, manual speed control and accuracy, memory, and information processing (Hunt 

1993; Tirre and Gugerty, 1999; Hawley, 2001; Hancock et al., 2003; Wood et al., 2005; Lee et al., 

2007). On the other hand, it also logical that elderly experienced drivers may show good driving 

performance because of greater static knowledge and the potential to achieve accurate SA. 
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Unfortunately, there may be an age at which the experience of elderly driver s may not account 

for the cognitive decrements associated with aging. On this basis, different age groups may 

provide different findings and yield deeper insight into the relations among SA, driving 

behaviors, and cognitive abilities.  

Future research aimed at incrementally advancing the present study includes introducing 

additional cognitive tests, for example time-sharing ability. This is a subject‟s ability to perform 

multiple tasks at the same time and has been found to play a unique role in SA (Tirre and 

Gugerty, 1999). Similarly, Endsley and Bolstad (1994) presented partial support for the 

importance of time-sharing in pilot situation awareness. They found that persons with good time-

sharing ability were able to allocate more attention to collect environmental cues and, thus, 

achieved better SA. Relations among time-sharing ability, driving performance and SA would 

allow for more insight into understanding driver behavior.  

Yet another direction of future research would involve other types of hazards such as 

pedestrians, a potential hazard at an intersection involving cross traffic, static objects after a hill 

or curve etc. Also, the influence of different times of day or driver stress levels on operational, 

tactical, and strategic behaviors for managing hazardous conditions would be worth investigating 

to provide greater insight for intelligent vehicle support system design.  
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APPENDIX A: GOAL-DIRECED TASK ANALYSIS FOR DRIVING 

(Driving under hazard conditions) 
 

Basic Goal Statement: Arrive at destination within a limited time safely and legally. 
 
1) Plan navigation and make strategy (pre-drive or at outset) 

a) Perceive current state of vehicle (position, speed) (see Subgoal 6)  
b) Perceive remained course to destination [and time] 

c) Analyze vehicle position relative to driving destination 
i) Vehicle is at destination?  
ii) Distance of vehicle from destination?  

(1) Current vehicle position   
(2) Destination position 

d) Analyze number of  blocks and block size 
i) How long per a block? 
ii) How many blocks? 

e) Develop a strategy to arrive in limited time 
i) Average spend time per a block 

(1) Vehicle speed 
(2) Speed limits 
(3) Other traffics 

 
2) Conform to roadway conditions and/or environment 

a) Perceive current state of vehicle (position, speed) (see Subgoal 6)  
b) Perceive roadway, markings, signage and signals 

i) Public roadway facilities and markings, etc. are available? 

(1) Type of lane dividing lines 
(2) Lane dividing line location 

(3) Roadway shoulder location  
(4) Current speed limit  
(5) Street name  

ii) Intersection in view? 
(1) Stop sign (other traffic sign)  

(2) Traffic signal 
(3) Traffic signal state 
(4) Turn lane location  

(5) Straight lane location  
(6) Pedestrian crossing lane location(s) 

c) Perceive surrounding environment 
i) Commercial or residential structures are present? 

(1) Location of buildings  

(2) Location of landmarks  
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(3) Location of bus stops 
ii) Pedestrians are present? 

(1) Location of persons crossing street  
(2) Locations of person walking along streets  

iii)  Are there parked vehicles? 
(1) Location of parked vehicles relative to my vehicle  

d) Analyze vehicle state relative to roadway or environment conditions  

i) Vehicle is in lane? 
(1) Location of vehicle from centerline?  

(2) Location of vehicle from adjacent lane?  
(3) Location of vehicle from shoulder?  
(4) Location of vehicle from stop sign/traffic signal/cross-walk?  

ii) Vehicle is conforming with speed limit?  
iii)  Speed of vehicle over/under legal speed? 

(1) Current vehicle speed  
(2)  Posted speed limit  

e) Implement action to correct non-conformance with roadway or environment 

i) Change needed in lane position?  
ii) Change needed in direction?  

iii)  Change needed in speed? 
(1) Perform vehicle steering, braking or acceleration (see Subgoal 7) 
 

3) Negotiate traffic 
a) Perceive current state of vehicle (position, speed) (see Subgoal 6) 

b) Perceive traffic 
i) Other vehicles are parked or operating on roadway? 

(1) Location of vehicle(s) in adjacent lane(s)  

(2) Location of vehicle(s) ahead of car  
(3) Location of vehicles behind car 

(4) Speed of vehicle(s) in adjacent lane(s)   
(5) Speed of vehicle(s) ahead of car 
(6) Speed of vehicles behind car  

ii) Other vehicles are signaling a traffic maneuver? 
(1) Directional indicator of adjacent vehicle  

(2) Directional indicator of lead vehicle 
(3) Directional indicator of following vehicle  

c) Analyze vehicle state relative to traffic pattern 

i) Vehicle is in traffic? 
(1) Location of vehicle relative to adjacent car? 

(2) Location of vehicle relative to lead car? 
(3) Location of vehicle relative to following car?  
(4) Speed of vehicle relative to adjacent car? 

(5) Speed of vehicle relative to lead car? 
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(6) Speed of vehicle relative to following car?  
d) Project actions of other cars (traffic patterns) 

i) Which vehicles will change direction or speed? 
(1) Projected lane change needed for adjacent/lead/following vehicle  

(2) Projected right turn needed of adjacent/lead/following vehicle  
(3) Projected left turn needed of adjacent/lead/following vehicle  
(4) Projected speed change of adjacent/lead/following vehicle  

e) Avoid collision 
i) Change needed in lane position?  

ii) Change needed in direction? 
iii)  Change needed in speed? 

(1) Perform vehicle steering, braking or acceleration (see Subgoal 7)  

 
4) Avoid roadway hazards  

a) Perceive current state of vehicle (position, speed) (see Subgoal 6)  
b) Detect potential hazards in roadway environment (perception of hazards) 

i) Any hazard present in roadway? 

(1) Location of hazard  
(2) Lanes occupied by hazard 

(3) Direction of movement of hazard 
c) Analyze vehicle state relative to hazard condition 

i) Location of vehicle from hazard?  

ii) Direction of vehicle relative to hazard? 
iii)  Speed of vehicle relative to (dynamic) hazard? 

d) Project changes in state of hazard (subsequent to detection) 
i) Will the hazard change position or speed? 

(1) Projected location change of hazard 

(2) Projected direction change of hazard 
(3) Projected speed change of hazard 

e) Avoid collision with hazard 
i) Change needed in lane position? 
ii) Change needed in direction? 

iii)  Change needed in speed? 
(1) Perform vehicle steering, braking or acceleration (see Subgoal 7) 

 
5) Adjust driving strategy (while driving) 

a) Perceive current state of own vehicle (see Subgoal 6) 

b) Analyze current (actual) vehicle position relative to the destination 
i) Distance of vehicle from destination? 

ii) Remained time to arrive destination? 
(1) Passed street name on last intersection 
(2) Number of remained blocks 

c) Implement action to arrive in limited time  
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i) Change needed in lane position? 
ii) Required to pass lead vehicles? 

iii)  Change needed in speed? 
(1) Perform vehicle steering, braking or acceleration (see Subgoal 7)  

 
6) Perceive current state of own vehicle (position, speed) 

a) Vehicle is on roadway and operational? [not in crash] 

i) Current location 
ii) Current lane position (outside, middle, inside) 

iii)  Current speed 
iv) Current direction  

 

7) Perform vehicle steering, braking or acceleration 
a) Perceive current state of roadway (e.g., curves, hills)and other hazards  

i) Steering left or right side is needed? 
(1) Roadway curve location  
(2) Current direction of steering wheel  

b) Necessary action taken to conform with roadway/negotiate traffic/avoid hazard?  
i) New lane  

ii) New direction (left or right turn) 
iii)  New speed   

c) Apply gas 

i) How much do you need to press gas pedal to keep the current speed limit? 
(1) Current speed limit  

(2) Current vehicle speed 
(3) Uphill  
(4) Downhill 

d) Apply brake 
i) How much do you need to press brake pedal to keep the current speed limit?  

(1) Current speed limit  
(2) Current vehicle speed 
(3) Uphill 

(4) Downhill 
e) Monitoring state of vehicle  

i) What is current vehicle speed? 
(1) Current vehicle speed  
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APPENDIX B: DATABASE FOR SA QUERIES    

LEVEL 1 SA 
 

1. What is your current vehicle location (current intersection) on the map? (Level 1 SA)  
2. Have the dividing lines changed since the last intersection? (Level 1 SA)  
3. How far away from your car is the dividing line? (Level 1 SA) 

4. How far away from your car is the shoulder? (Level 1 SA) 
5. What is the current speed limit? (Level 1 SA) 

6. What was the last road sign you saw? (Level 1 SA) 
7. If a traffic light is visible, what is the current state/color? (Level 1 SA)  
8. If an intersection is visible, are there any pedestrians waiting to cross the road? (Level 1 SA)  

9. Are there curves or hills present or in view? (Level 1 SA) 
10. What is the name of the current roadway on which we are traveling? (Level 1 SA) 

11. What lane are we currently in (left, middle, right)? (Level 1 SA)  
12. In what lanes are adjacent cars located? (Level 1 SA) 
13. In what lane is the car ahead of us? (Level 1 SA) 

14. In what lane is the car behind us? (Level 1 SA) 
15. What is current speed of your vehicle? (Level 1 SA) 

16. Are there parked vehicles on the roadway? (Level 1 SA) 
17. Is the vehicle in front of us signaling to change lanes? (Level 1 SA) 
18. Is a vehicle next to us indicating a change of lanes? (Level 1 SA) 

19. Is the vehicle behind us signaling to change lanes? (Level 1 SA) 
 

 

LEVEL 2 SA 
 

1. What do the current dividing lines between traffic directions indicate? (Level 2 SA)  
2. Can you pass the lead car under the current dividing line condition? (Level 2 SA)  

3. Are we traveling above or below the current posted speed limit? (Level 2 SA) 
4. Do we need to change lanes to pass the lead vehicle? (Level 2 SA)  
5. About how long ago did we pass the last intersection? (Level 2 SA) 

6. If you can see a traffic light, how far is it from your car? (Level 2 SA)  
7. How far away laterally is the centerline from our vehicle? (Level 2 SA) 

8. Is our vehicle currently in conformance with the speed limit? (Level 2 SA) 
9. Do we need to change lanes to avoid traffic and maintain the posted speed? (Level 2 SA)  
10. What is the speed of the car next to/ahead of/behind you? (Level 2 SA) 

11. Is the car in front of us speeding up, slowing down, or traveling at a constant speed? (Level 
2 SA) 

12. Is the car behind us speeding up, slowing down, or traveling at a constant speed? (Level 2 
SA) 

13. What is the distance between our car and the car in front of us? (Level 2 SA) 
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14. What is the distance between our car and the car behind us? (Level 2 SA) 
15. Are we faster than the lead car? (Level 2 SA) 

16. Is the car behind us gaining on us? (Level 2 SA) 
17. Do you need to pass lead vehicle to arrive in limited time? 

18. Do you need to brake to maintain a safe following distance, relative to the car in front of 
you? (Level 2 SA) 

 

 

LEVEL 3 SA 

1. If a traffic signal is in view, when will we reach it? (Level 3 SA) 

2. When will we reach the pedestrian crossing? (Level 3 SA) 
3. When will we reach the next traffic light? (Level 3 SA)  
4. When will you reach a position directly behind the car in front of you? (Level 3 SA) 

5. How long will you take to arrive in the destination? (Level 3 SA) 
6. Do you expect the vehicle in front, right/left or at the back to change lanes in the near 

future? (Level 3 SA) 
7. How far away is the destination (in feet or miles)? (Level 3 SA) 
8. How many intersections will you pass through before you get to the destination? (Level 3 

SA) 
9. How long will you take to arrive in next intersection? (Level 3 SA)  
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APPENDIX C: NASA-TLX WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT FORMS 

NASA-TLX Workload Factor Definitions 
 

Mental Demand 

How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating, 

remembering, looking, searching, etc.) Was the task easy or demanding, simple or complex, 

exacting or forgiving? 

 

Physical Demand 

How much physical activity was required (e.g., pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating, 

etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or laborious? 

 

Temporal Demand 

How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate at which the tasks or task elements occurred? 

Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic? 

 

Performance 

How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of the task set by the 

experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were you with your performance?  

 

Frustration 

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, and annoyed versus secure, gratified, content and 

complacent did you feel during the task? 

 

Effort 

How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of 

performance? 
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SUBJECTIVE COMPARISON OF DEMAND FACTORS:  NASA-TLX SURVEY 

Indicate the demand of greater importance by circling its label on each line directly below.  

 

Mental Demand / Physical Demand 

Mental Demand / Temporal Demand 

Mental Demand / Performance 

Mental Demand / Frustration 

Mental Demand / Effort 

Physical Demand / Temporal Demand 

Physical Demand / Performance 

Physical Demand / Frustration 

Physical Demand / Effort 

Temporal Demand / Performance 

Temporal Demand / Frustration 

Temporal Demand / Effort 

Performance / Frustration 

Performance / Effort 

Frustration / Effort 
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SUBJECTIVE RATING OF PERCEIVED WORKLOAD:  NASA-TLX SURVEY 

Indicate the level of demand experienced during the driving task for each of these factors 

by drawing a straight vertical line on the scale directly below.  

 

Mental Demand 

  

  

      Low                                                         High 
Physical Demand 

  

  

  Low                                                        High 
Temporal Demand 

  

  

      Low                                                          High 
Performance 

  

  

      Good                                                         Poor 
Frustration 

  

  

       Low                                                          High 
Effort 

  

  

       Low                High 
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APPENDIX D: SUBJECT SURVEY 

Background Questionnaire 

          
 Name ___________________ 

 Age  __________ 

 Sex (circle one)  Male  Female  

 Current corrected vision (e.g., 20/20, 20/30): Left _______    Right _______ 

 Hong long have you been driving? _________ 

 

 How many times do you play video games per week? ________ 

 Did you receive a traffic ticket(s) in the last year (other than parking)?  

Yes _______    No _______ 

If you have, how many times did this occur in 2007? ___________ 

 Were you responsible for a traffic accident(s) in the last two years? (e.g., rear-ending 

someone) 

 Yes _______    No _______ 

 If you have, how many times did this occur in 2006 and 2007?       __________ 

 Have you had any near accident(s) during the last year?  

 Yes _______    No _______ 

If yes, how many times did this occur in the last year?  (e.g., sudden stops, swerving 

suddenly to avoid collision)  

__________ 

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Subject # _______________  
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APPENDIX E: INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 
INFORMED CONS ENT FORM for RES EARCH 

 

Title of Study: The effect of driver cognitive abilit ies and distraction on situation awareness and performance under 

hazardous conditions 

Principal Investigator: Sangeun Jin    Faculty Sponsor: Dr. David Kaber 

 

We are asking you to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of 

distracter tasks and aging on driver situation awareness (SA) and driving performance under potential hazard 

conditions and to identify specific cognitive factors that may mediate the relat ion of driving performance and SA.   

 

INFORMATION 

If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to follow these procedures as part of your 

participation: (1) 10 min. of instruction on the study, including a background questionnaire; (2) 55 min. of 

cognitive ability tests including working memory span, an embedded figures test (EFT) and useful field of v iew 

(UFOV® ) test (you will use a desktop computer fo r the working memory and UFOV®  tests, and be prov ided with a 

booklet and pencil for the EFT); (3) 30 min. of training in a VR driving simulation including a simple driving 

environment - you will complete SSQ (Simulator Sickness Questionnaires) before and after train ing; (4) four 

consecutive 15-min. driving task trials, including situation awareness (SA) questionnaires and a NASA -TLX 

workload rating –  there will be 5-min. breaks between trials. You will be asked to rate Simulation Sickness after 

each trial to protect you from potential risks. The experiment will require approximately 3 hours of your time.  

 
RISKS 
The risks to subjects associated with part icipation in this study are unlikely and min imal. They include: (1) a risk of 

Simulation Sickness due to the immersive nature of the simulator used in this study; (2) possible soreness of the 

hand and leg muscles from extensive use of the steering wheel interface and accelerator and brake pedals of the 

driving simulator; and (3) potential visual strain and/or fatigue in viewing the simulat ion displays through 

conventional HDTVs for extended periods. These risks are not substantially different from those associated with 

everyday PC use and driving and are reversib le. In the event that you indicate fatigue or discomfort during the 

described experiment, a rest period will be provided. If abnormal physiologic conditions persist, your participation 

in the experiment will be terminated. 

 

BENEFITS 
There are no direct benefits of the research. You may derive some indirect benefit including an understanding of 

human factors research methods and insight into driving simulator design.  

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
The informat ion in study records will be kept strictly confidential. Data will be stored securely in the Ergonomics 

Lab. You will only be represented as a number in the test  data which will in not be linked to your identity. No 

reference will be made in oral or written reports which could link you to the study.   

 

COMPENSATION 
You will receive an Ergonomics Lab t-shirt, and be paid $10.00/hr as compensation for your participation. 

 

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT  
If you need emergency medical t reatment during the study session(s), the researcher will contact the University‟s 

emergency medical services at 515-3333 for necessary care. There is no provision for free medical care for you if 
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you are injured as a result of this study. 

 

CONTACT 

If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may  contact the researcher, Sangeun Jin  at 

919-673-8011. If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a 

participant in  research have been violated during the course of this pro ject, you may  contact Dr. David  Kaber, Chair 

of the NCSU IRB for the Use of Human Subjects in Research Committee, Box 7906, NCSU Campus (919/515 -3086) 

or Mr. Matthew Ronning, Assistant Vice Chancellor, Research Administration, Box 7514, NCSU Campus (919/513-

2148) 

 

PARTICIPATION 
Your part icipation in this study is voluntary.  If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any 

time. If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed your data will be returned to you or 

destroyed at your request. 

 

CONSENT  

―I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I agree to participate 

in this study with the understanding that I may withdraw at any time.‖  

 

Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 

 

Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
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APPENDIX F: TEST PROCEDURE FOR EFT 

EFT – Embedded Figures Test 

 Your task on each trial is to locate a previously seen simple figure within a complex 
figure, which has been so organized as to obscure or embed the sought-after simple figure.  

 

Materials: Stop-watch, test booklets, and black pencils with erasers.  

 

Test Procedures 
1. Distribute test booklets and pencils.  

2. Examiner: Now start reading the Directions, which include 2 practice problems for 

you to do. When you get to the end of the Directions on Page 3, please stop. Do not 

go beyond Page 3.  

3. When all subjects have finished reading the directions on Page 3, Examiner says: 
―Before I give the signal to start, let me review the points to keep in mind.‖  
- Look back at the simple forms as often as necessary. 

- ERASE ALL MISTAKES. 

- Do the problems in order. Don‟t skip a problem unless you are absolutely “stuck” on it. 

- Trace ONLY ONE SIMPLE FORM IN EACH PROBLEM. You may see more than one, but just trace 

one of them. 

- The simple form is always present in the complex figure in  the SAME SIZE, the SAME 

PROPORTIONS, and FACING IN THE SAME DIRECTION as it appears on the back on cover o f 

this booklet. 

4. Examiner: ―When I give the signal, turn the page and start the First Section. You 

will have 2 minutes for the 7 problems in the First Section. Stop when you reach the 

end of this section. Go ahead!"  This section is primarily for practice with the format of 

the test. Proctors should give additional explanations to subjects who seem to be having 
difficulty with this set of practice items.  

5. Scorers should, however, scan this section before starting as a means of making sure that 

the subject has understood the test directions . 

6. After 2 minutes Examiner says: ―STOP—Whether you have finished or not. When I 

give the signal, turn the page and start the Second Section. You will have 5 minutes 

for the 9 problems in the Second Section. You may not finish all of them, but work 

as quickly and accurately as you can.‖  

7. After 5 minutes Examiner says: ―STOP—Whether you have finished or not. When I 

give the signal, turn the page and start the Third Section. You will have 5 minutes 

for the 9 problems in the Third Section.‖  

8. After 5 minutes Examiner says: ―STOP—Whether you have finished or not. Please 

close your test booklets.‖ 
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APPENDIX G: SIMULATOR SICKNESS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Pre-exposure Simulator Sickness Questionnaire 
 

SYMPTOM CHECKLIST (Pre-exposure) 
 Pre-exposure instructions: Please fill in this questionnaire. Circle below if any of the symptoms apply to you now. You 
will be asked to fill this again after the experiment  

 
1.    General discomfort None Slight   Moderate Severe 

2.    Fatigue  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

3.    Boredom  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

4.    Drowsiness  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

5.    Headache  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

6.    Eyestrain  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

7.    Difficulty focusing None Slight   Moderate Severe 

8.    Salivation increase None Slight   Moderate Severe 

      Salivation decrease None Slight   Moderate Severe 

9.    Sweating  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

10.   Nausea   None Slight   Moderate Severe 

11.   Difficulty  None Slight   Moderate Severe      

     Concentrating 

12.   Mental depression  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

13.  "Fullness of the head"  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

14.  Blurred vision    No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

15.  Dizziness eyes open  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

     Dizziness eyes close  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

16.  Vertigo   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

17.  Visual flashbacks*  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

18.  Faintness   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

19.  Aware of breathing  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

20.  Stomach awareness  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

21.  Loss of appetite  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

22.  Increased appetite  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

23.  Desire to move bowels  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

24.  Confusion   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

25.  Burping   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

26.  Vomiting   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

27.  Other   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  
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Post-exposure Simulator Sickness Questionnaire 

 

SYMPTOM CHECKLIST (Post-exposure) 
    

Post-exposure instruction: Please fill in this questionnaire once more. Circle below if any of the symptoms apply to you 

now. 

 

1.    General discomfort None Slight   Moderate Severe 

2.    Fatigue  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

3.    Boredom  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

4.    Drowsiness  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

5.    Headache  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

6.    Eyestrain  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

7.    Difficulty focusing None Slight   Moderate Severe 

8.    Salivation increase None Slight   Moderate Severe 

     Salivation decrease None Slight   Moderate Severe 

9.    Sweating  None Slight   Moderate Severe 

10.   Nausea   None Slight   Moderate Severe 

11.   Difficulty  None Slight   Moderate Severe         

 Concentrating 

12.  Mental depression  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

13.  "Fullness of the head"  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

14.  Blurred vision   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

15.  Dizziness eyes open  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

     Dizziness eyes close  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

16.  Vertigo   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

17.  Visual flashbacks*  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

18.  Faintness   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

19.  Aware of breathing  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

20.  Stomach awareness  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

21.  Loss of appetite  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

22.  Increased appetite  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

23.  Desire to move bowels  No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

24.  Confusion   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

25.  Burping   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

26.  Vomiting   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  

27.  Other   No Yes  (  Slight     Moderate      Severe  )  
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APPENDIX H: MAP  
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APPENDIX I: AN EXAMPLE OF SA QUESTIONNAIRE  

SITUATION AWARENESS QUESTIONAIRE – (Type A) 

Subject #: ________ 

Trial #:________ 

1. What is the current DIVIDING LINE on the roadway? (Level 1 SA)  

A. Solid double line 

B. A solid line on left and a broken or dashed line on right 

C. A solid line on the right and a broken or dashed line on the left 

D. Single dashed line 

 
2. What is the current SPEED LIMIT? (Level 1 SA)  

A. 35mph 

B. 40mph 

C. 45mph 

D. 50mph 

E. 55mph 

F. 60mph 

 

3.  What was the last road sign you saw? (Level 1 SA) 
A. Left curve 
B. Right curve 

C. Speed limit 
D. STOP sign 

E. Do not pass 
F. End no pass zone 
G. Signal ahead 

 
4. Is there a curve or hill present in your view? (Level 1 SA) 

A. Yes 
B. No  
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5. What is your current vehicle location on the map? (Level 2 SA)  
 

 

 
 

6. What is current speed of the car ahead of you? (Level 2 SA) 

A. Less than 30 mph 
B. 30 – 40 mph 
C. 40 – 50 mph 

D. 50 – 60 mph 
E. More than 60 mph 

 
7. What is distance between your car and the car in front of you? (Level 2 SA) 

A. Less than 10 feet 

B. 10 – 50 feet 
C. 51 – 100 feet 

D. 100 – 200 feet  
E. More than 200 feet 
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8. How long has it been since you passed the last intersection? (Level 2 SA) 

A. Less than 15 sec. 
B. 15 – 30 sec. 

C. 31 – 45 sec. 
D. 46 – 60 sec. 
E. More than 60 sec. 

 
9. How long will you take to arrive in next intersection? (Level 3 SA) 

A. Less than 10 sec.  
B. 11 – 30 sec. 
C. 31 – 40 sec. 

D. 41- 60 sec. 
E. More than 60 sec.  

 
10. How many intersections will you pass through before you get the destination? (Level 3 SA)  

A. Two  

B. Three  
C. Four 

D. Five 
E. Six 
F. More than six intersections 

 
11. How long will it take to reach lead car at current speed? (Level 3 SA) 

A. Less than 1 sec. 
B. 1 – 5 sec. 
C. 5 – 10 sec. 

D. 10 – 20 sec. 
E. More than 20 sec. 

 
12. How long will you take to arrive at the destination? (Level 3 SA) 

A. Less than 2 min. 

B. 2 – 5 min. 
C. 5 – 8 min. 

D. 8 – 11 min. 
E. More than 11 min.  
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APPENDIX J: STATISTICAL MODEL ADEQUACY CHECKING (SA ONLY)  
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SQRT transformation 
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SQRT transformation 
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